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Toward an Inventory of Terraced Landscapes

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6397002

Lucija AŽMAN MOMIRSKI
Faculty of Architecture, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia; lucija.azman@fa.uni-lj.si

Understanding the importance of the quantity and quality of the phenomena under
study—terraced landscapes and terraced slopes—is the basis for all further studies and

interpretations. Precise and systematic data are essential for studying terraced landscapes.
When the participants engaged in the First World Congress on Terraced Landscapes
in Mengzi, China in November 2010 founded the International Terraced Landscapes

Alliance (ITLA), we stressed the importance of a global inventory of terraced landscapes.
Further ITLA meetings have only confirmed this orientation: the ITLA World Congress
in Padua 2016 wrapped up with a proposal to create a global inventory of important and

threatened terraced landscapes. We have explored this topic in greater depth in an ITLA
working group, recognizing that the issue requires broader participation from ITLA
members worldwide.

Several meetings of the ITLA Inventory Working Group were held in 2018 and 2019

to assess the possible criteria for such a project. In the meantime, a working group with
Jean-François Blanc, Catherine Blanc, Raimund Rodewald, and Lučka Ažman discussed
a possible fact sheet on identifying terraced landscapes for each ITLA national committee

as well as for other national working groups of interest, and the feasibility of an inventory
based on the Ardèche, Swiss, and Slovenian inventories of terraced landscapes.

The groups considered it useful to distinguish the following aspects in an inventory: 1)

typology and spatial significance (with a focus on terraced landscapes mainly still in use)
and 2) the current state of terraced landscapes (their cultivation extent: maintenance and
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restoration; and their state of decay: partial abandonment or abandonment). The topic of
the discussion included several other questions, such as the following:
•
•
•
•

At which level should a national or international inventory be established?

Which digital database could be useful for comparison (Google Maps, Google
Earth)?

How can national inventory programs be financed?

Who collects the national data and integrates them into a worldwide map?

However, this diversity of landscapes referred to as terraced landscapes is generally not

supported or confirmed by specialized inventories that identify and classify their elements.
Thus, there are different classifications of terraced landscapes based on different viewpoints
or interests. The first issue of The Journal of Terraced Landscapes presents several studies
on the inventory of terraced landscapes.

The aim of the study “Cartography of the Terraces (socalcos) in Galicia (Northwest Spain): An
Original Approach” by Augusto Pérez Alberti is to show the extent of terraced landscapes

in Galicia, the northwesternmost part of Spain, and to present the history of the first
inventories of the area, the precise methodology used to carry out the inventories, the land
use of the selected terraced slopes, and the plant species found on the terraces.

In their article “Inventories of Terraced Landscapes in Peru,” Timmi Tillmann, Jorge Novo,
and Mirbel Epiquién provide an overview of the inventories of terraced landscapes in

Peru. The first mentions of terraced landscapes in Peru are several centuries old, and the
first inventories date from more than forty years ago. The article compares past inventories

and calls for intensifying inventories in the future by supporting local communities to
participate in the inventory work.

Yuichi Kuroda’s article “The Current Situation and Efforts to Conserve Rice Terraces in

Japan” shows that the rice terraces there, known as tanada, are synonymous with rural
landscapes in Japan. The article focuses on the approaches and efforts through which
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non-governmental initiatives and the Japanese government are contributing to the
conservation of rice terrace landscapes.

In Peru, terraced landscapes within city limits are a special case; one such example is seen

in “Arequipa: A City with Terraces in Southern Peru,” an article by Mario E. Tapia, Ana
María Fries, and Jorge Novo. The expansion of cities always poses a threat to the existence
of terraced slopes. The water resources needed for the terraces to function are particularly
at risk.

To understand the state of terraced landscapes today, it is important to be familiar with a

broader historical context, as Sevina Floridou presents in her article “The Small Vast World:
Abandonment and Revival of Terraced Vineyards in Salamiou, Cyprus.” The relationships
between population, trade, settlements, and land use form the whole space in which
terraced landscapes provide an important lesson about life—and the value of life and the
message of the terraced slopes is joy, love, and happiness.

Similar conclusions—the importance of the interaction between society and environment

in the past and present, but in a different geographical area—can be drawn from

“Characterizing the Terraced Landscapes of the Island of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands,
Spain)” by Lidia Romero, Néstor Marrero-Rodríguez, Leví García-Romero, Sara
Santana-Santana, Emma Pérez-Chacón Espino, and Elisabeth Fernández-Cabrera. The
article presents the first detailed mapping of terraced slopes on the island.

Of course, answers were not provided to all the questions raised, but the topic of the
inventory is so broad that progress is measured in small but decisive steps. I am convinced
that this first issue of The Journal of Terraced Landscapes will contribute to making
investigations of terraces even more numerous and detailed.

Article

Augusto Pérez-Alberti (Spain)
He is Ad Honorem Professor in Physical Geography at University of Santiago de Compostela (Spain). The main
research areas are the coastal geomorphology, the glacial and periglacial environments, and the territorial studies,
with special attention to the landscape, in the last one, highlighting his work on the cultivation terraces in Galicia
(Nw Spain).
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Cartography of the Terraces (socalcos) in
Galicia (Northwest Spain): An Original Approach
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.5896822

Augusto PÉREZ ALBERTI
Department of Edafology and Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Biology, University of Santiago de Compostela,
Spain; augustoperezalberti@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to understand the distribution of terraces in Galicia. First, a
detailed cartography was created based on GIS tools. For this purpose, a digital model
with a resolution of 2 m was used, together with orthophotos with a resolution of
0.25 m and several vector files containing information about geological and climatic
features and settlements. From this analysis, we were able to determine that the terraces
occupy an area of 30,255.56 ha and are found on a wide range of rock types and slopes.
In addition, we analysed the former land use using aerial photographs of the historic
American flight (1956) and topographic maps from the 1940s. On the other hand,
field surveys combined with recent orthophotos and information from SIOSE allowed
us to determine current terrace use. A progressive abandonment of cultivation and
an active process of recolonisation by vegetation or urbanisation - depending on the
sector - can be observed. As for the study area, we have carried out an analysis for entire
region of Galicia and a more detailed analysis for the terraces in the Miño Sil basin.

KEYWORDS
Terraces, Galicia, Cartography, GIS
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1. INTRODUCTION
The need for crop land has led to slope restructuring in many areas around the world

(Ažman Momirski, L. et al., 2008; Bevan, A., & Conolly, J., 2011; Tarolli, P. et al.,
2014, 2015; Gadot, Y., et al., 2016; Špulerová, J., et al., 2017; Varotto, M. et al, 2018;
Tillmann, T., & Salas, M., 2018). Within the Iberian Peninsula, terraces are widely found

in Mediterranean regions (Asins Velis, S. &González, J. R., 2010; Lasanta Martínez, T.
et al., 2010; Gimenez-Font, P., 2018; Garau, G. A. et al., 2020.), but also in the Canary
Islands (Romero Martín, L. et al. 2003; Romero Martin, L. E et al, 2016) and in Northern

Atlantic coastal regions such as Portugal (Pereira, S., 2020) and Galicia (Pérez-Alberti,
A., 2019).

Galicia is located in the northwest of Spain and occupies an area of 29,574 km², which
is the study territory for this paper (Figure 1A). This area is characterised by contrasting

topography (Figure 1B) and lithology. In terms of lithology, trending succession of

different materials can be observed from west to east, consisting mainly of igneous rocks,
metamorphic rocks and to a lesser extent sedimentary rocks (Figure 1C). On the Atlantic

side, granitic rocks dominate. In the central regions, mafic and ultramafic rocks (peridotites,
eclogites and gabbros) are found in its north part, schists in the central area and granites
again in the south part. In the east areas, on the other hand, schists, quartzites, limestones

and dolomites alternate with small granitic intrusions. This distinction explains some of
the characteristics of the terraces, especially their constructive elements and the original
soils, since the construction of the terraces actually meant a change in the existing soil

layer, which shifted from its original natural dynamic to another determined by human
activity.

Distance from the sea and altitude differences affect orientation and slopes (Figure 2A)
and influence rainfall (Figure 2B) and temperatures (Figure 2C). Climatically, warm and
humid conditions prevail, with large differences between coastal and inland areas, and

differences in altitude between the lowlands and the eastern mountains, some of which
are over 2,000 m high, as in the case of the Trevinca massif (2,125 m). Relief plays an

important role in climate variability. While precipitation in some coastal areas exceeds
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Figure 1. A) Galicia in the European context; B) Miño basin in the Galicia extent, represented with
dashed white line; and C) Lithological map of Galicia.
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2,000 mm, in some eastern areas it barely reaches 600 mm (Martínez Cortizas & Pérez

Alberti, 1999). In terms of temperatures, the average in coastal areas is from 13 to14 ºC,
with the lowest in January (9 ºC) and the highest in August (18 ºC). In the southeast, on

the other hand, the average temperature is over 14 ºC, with very cold winters and warm

summers defining a temperature range of 15 ºC, as opposed to a range of 9 ºC in the
coastal areas (Pérez Alberti, 1986).

The presence of terraces is essentially due to the presence of a relief composed of a
succession of flat areas with exceptionally low slopes, interrupted by numerous river valleys

with very different degrees of inclination in the different sectors, as this is accurately
reflected in the slope map (Figure 2A). All this is the result of the geotectonic evolution in

the northwest of the Iberian Peninsula, characterised by intense precursory processes that
began in the Neogene in conjunction with the Alpine orogeny. At that time, the relief was

largely horizontal, the climate warm and humid, and there was an extensive river network
that was later modified by tectonic dynamics (Pérez Alberti, A., 1991; 1993). Intraplate
movements associated with slip faults led to uplift and subduction events that altered the

existing river network and resulted in the formation of deep river canyons. These processes

resulted in a very different landscape from the present one, characterised by numerous
valleys, many of which form deep canyons both in coastal areas and inland, such as those
of the Eume, Ulla, Tambre, Miño or Sil rivers.

This dichotomy between the remaining horizontally flattened areas at different altitudes
from the coast to the east mountain ranges and the steeper slopes of the valleys led
to different land use. The differences go far back in history, as evidenced by the close

relationship observed in many places between the hill forts located on the slopes, known

in Galicia as bocarribeiras, and the stepped terraces below. This fact, noted during the
mapping of the terraces, could be taken into account in future studies, as it requires a
specialist opinion.

Therefore, in order to understand the spatial distribution of the terraces in Galicia, it
is necessary to consider the dynamic interactions between slope, rock type and degree

2020 VOL. 1 NUM. 1
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Figure 2. Maps show the variations in the Galicia context of different parameters as: A) Slope map; B)
Annual accumulate rainfalls; and C) Mean temperatures map.
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of alteration and climatic variables such as temperature and precipitation, as well as

orientation, a factor that is of greater importance in the coastal areas with higher humidity

than in the south-eastern areas, where humidity is lower and occasionally reaches drought
levels (Díaz-Fierros, 1971).

De Sande Lemos (2008) mentions the existence of terraces associated with hill forts in
northern Portugal. Caamaño (2017) dates the origin of the terraces to the time of Roman

domination, but considers that their development reached its peak in the 14th and 15th
centuries, when viticulture, wine production and trade were at their peak. This origin seems

to be supported by the presence of hillforts in the valleys in numerous places. Hillforts are
fortified settlements that generally predate the Roman period. Among them are usually

terraces, as shown in Figure 3. During the mapping of the terraces we were able to locate
160 hillforts on the terrace slopes. This fact is very important for the interpretation of

the origin of the first terraces in Galicia, but in order to deepen the knowledge of their
concrete construction date, new studies are needed that go beyond the objectives of this
work and could be carried out by specialists.

The importance of terraces in Galicia was first highlighted in a doctoral thesis by the
French geographer Abel Bouhier in 1979. The author presented a cartography showing

vast areas of terraced crops (see Figure 5 below). As these were only mapped on a small
scale, it is impossible to determine their exact location within the territory and the area

they cover. Bouhier distinguishes between the terraces in the northwest, in As Mariñas

and in the southwest on the one hand, and the vineyards and terraces in the Miño and Sil
valleys on the other. Apart from this study, there are very few works that deal with terraces
more than marginally. These include a study by Seara Morales (1981), carried out from
an architectural point of view, and the studies by Caamaño (2017) and Pérez Alberti et

al. (2014), which focused on landscape typology and in which terraces were placed in the

category of transformed slope landscapes, characterised by the complete alteration of the
original slope profile. In 2018, Pérez Alberti analysed landscape dynamics in the Ribeira

Sacra, where terraces are considered key elements; recently, Pérez Alberti (2019) published

a monograph on terraced landscapes in the Ribeira Sacra (Chantada and Monforte area).
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Figure 3. Relationship between hillforts, outlined in red, and terraces in different locations of Galicia.
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In this monograph, the terraces were mapped at a detailed scale. Therefore, this article

presents the results of a study that can be considered the first cartographic study of
terraces in Galicia at a global scale, using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as a
working tool.

2. OBJECTIVES, MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
The main objective of this study is to map the areas occupied by terraces at a detailed scale.
For this purpose, two digital models (DM) with a resolution of 2 m based on LiDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging) data (Instituto do Territorio (IdT), Xunta de Galicia)

were generated: a digital surface model (DSM) and a digital terrain model (DTM). In
addition, a 5 m DTM was created from Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN) data to

better understand certain aspects of the relief, such as slopes. Shadow maps were then

created. PNOA ortophotos (IGN) with a resolution of 25 cm, population data (Xunta

de Galicia), settlements (Xunta de Galicia), rivers (IGN) and geological maps (Instituto
Geológico y Minero de España, IGME), the 2011 SIOSE (Sistema de Información sobre
Ocupación del Suelo de España) geographic information system (IGN) and the 2011

forest map (Spanish Ministry of Ecological Transition and Demographic Challenge)
were overlaid on them.

With all this information, a GIS was created using ArcGIS 10.7 software (USC licence).
First, the digital models with a resolution of 2 m were loaded, and all terrace sections were

mapped at a scale of 1:4000; in the areas with particularly small terraces, the scale was

extended to 1:500. As can be seen from Figure 3, mapping terraces at any scale with a 10
m or 5 m DGM is difficult. In the case of 2 m models, the DSM (i.e. a model containing
all the natural and anthropogenic elements of the terrain) has proven to be the one that

allows the best visibility, as the possibility to view and map terraces decreases when only
the terrain surface is considered. Finally, overlaying PNOA images with the shadow map

allowed us to observe the use of the different terraces (Figure 4). However, due to the size
of the study area, it has not been possible to produce such detailed cartography. It should
be noted that the land in Galicia is highly divided, due both to the fragmented relief itself
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and to the prevailing inheritance system, which in many areas leads to an equal division of
land ownership among the different heirs, resulting in a large number of used and unused
plots.

For this reason, the SIOSE 2011 was used to estimate the use of the terraces. Nevertheless,
the fact that this land use database for the entire territory at the cartographic reference

scale of 1:25,000 divides the territory into a series of polygons, each of which has one or
more coverage levels with the corresponding percentage occupations and attributes, was

considered. This fact does not allow a reality like that of the terraces to be determined
precisely, as they usually occupy small sections, but it does allow a preliminary overview
that can serve as an orientation. Only the polygons occupied 100% by a single type of

occupation could accurately reflect the land use, but this is prevented by the scale of the

analysis. The same is true for the geological mapping, whose scale (1:50,000) does not

adapt to the size of the plots represented, but which provides information on the structural
context of each sector, which is essential for understanding the built-up elements and preexisting ground conditions. Conversely, the scale used for mapping, together with the

overlaying of layers, has made it possible to establish the existence of terraces after most
of them had to be laboriously searched for and delineated.

Registering terraces in a detail scale all mapped sectors escape the format and extension
of this paper. Nevertheless, we thought it useful to show the results of a larger number of
sectors at different scales of representation: a smaller scale with a 20 km grid and a slightly

more detailed scale with a 10 km grid centred on the Miño Sil basin. In the first example,
we have only delineated the terraces within the Bouhier division, without analysing their

past and present use, while in the second example we have added the current land use of
these sectors.

3. RESULTS
This section includes the identification of terraces in the Galician context and the analysis
of the sectors where detailed mapping is possible.
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3.1. Global distribution of terraces in Galicia
The mapping of these terraces - known in Galicia as socalcos, among others - has shown

that they are distributed over many areas of Galicia and occupy a total area of 30,255.74

ha. In the coastal areas, they are mainly found on the north coast around the cities of A
Coruña and Ferrol - a stretch of coast known as the Gulf of Artabro - and on the lower

reaches of rivers. Inland, they are found in the Miño catchment area between the coast
and the Chantada area, and in other valleys of the same catchment area.

The differences between the cartography of Bouhier (1979) and the maps shown in

this paper are very large, as can be seen in Figure 5. Bouhier did his work using aerial

photographs from 1956 (scale 1:33,000) and only indicated the large areas where there
were sectors with terraces. In this case, we have mapped all the terraces in each zone.

Terraces are found in areas with different degrees of slope (Figure 2A). The slopes were
classified into six types: 1) slopes with a degree of inclination from 0 to 4º, 2) from 4º

to 8º, 3) from 8º to 16º, 4) from 16º to 32º, 5) from 32º to 64º and 6) above 64º. The

data shows that 29.34% of the terraces are located on slopes with an inclination of more

than 16º, while others were built on slopes with more than 32º or even more than 64º,
especially in the deep gorges of the Miño and Sil rivers, which we will discuss in more
detail later (Table 1).

The geological map (Figure 1C) shows that of the total area of terraces in Galicia,
9,799.82 ha are on metamorphic material, 26,062.18 ha on granitic terrain, 751 ha on

mafic and ultramafic rocks, 50.59 ha on carbonate rocks, 2,957.47 ha on Quaternary
deposits, 399.90 ha on Tertiary deposits and 6.89 ha on polyquaternary material.

The analysis of the SIOSE showed that some of the terraces are still cultivated, while
others have been abandoned and subsequently colonised by vegetation or occupied by tree
crops or even buildings, as shown in Table 2. It should be noted that in Galicia the areas

originally covered with shrubs (monte), i.e. with bushes or trees used as fertiliser in the
case of shrubs or as building material and firewood in the case of trees, were considered
unsuitable for arable farming, while the terraces were intended for arable farming or
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Figure 4. Visibility of terraces at a scale of 1:7000 using orthophotos (4A), a digital surface model
(DSM) (Figure 4B) or a digital terrain model (DTM) (4C). The latter make it possible to see
the terraces that are currently covered by forest. Originally, these terraces were created for the
cultivation of vine and other garden products.
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Figure 5. Location of the main terrace areas in Galicia according to Bouhier (1979) and the
cartography produced in this study. The 20 km grid allows a more precise location of the
terraces in the large sectors designed by Bouhier.
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Group
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 1.

Slope (°)
0–4
4–8
8 – 16
16 – 32
32 – 64
> 64

Area (ha)
5,714.67
7,114.11
8,852.49
7,379.27
1,193.78
1.04
Total 30,255.74

Distribution of terraced area according to slope. The values were calculated using the 2 m DTM.

pasture. Since the 1950s, the abandonment of rural areas led to their natural regrowth
by forests, the planting of fast-growing species such as eucalyptus or spreading of urban
settlements.

This evolution is confirmed by memories of inhabitants over 70 years old and, in particular,
to avoid any subjectivity, by the analysis of topographic maps from the 1940s and images
from the 1956 American flight, all of which show that a large part of the terraces was

occupied by vegetable and cereal crops, pastures and vineyards. However, the current uses

show that a significant part of the terraces is covered with tree and shrub species that

naturally occupy the space that once belonged to them, as in the case of deciduous trees
and shrubs that are in an early stage of expansion.

No studies were found that specifically address the flora or fauna of the terraces. However,
it is worth noting that some terraces are located within areas of natural interest or even
protected areas. For example, taking into account the fact that different protection
designations overlap spatially, making it impossible to calculate a total area, 10.09 ha are

located in natural parks, 1332.09 ha in Sites of Community Importance (SIC), 305.73 ha
in Special Protection Areas for Wild Birds (SPA), 1504.60 ha in Special Protection Areas
for Natural Values (ZEPVN) and 3 249.31 ha in Biosphere Reserves.

3.2. Local analysis of the terraces of the Miño-Sil basin
At this point in the study (and with the goal of defining the exact location, construction
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Coverage
Artificial
Conifers
Crops and pastures
Deciduous species
Eucalyptus
Eucalyptus and conifers
Bush
Bush and tree species
Mixed tree species
Agricultural landscape-bush mosaic
Agricultural-urban landscape mosaic
Crops and tree species landscape mosaic
Vineyards
Urban areas
Other uses
Total

Table 2.
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Occupied area (ha)
110.62
857.95
10,767.75
3,554.27
762.59
411.57
1,571.65
1,196.46
1,466.36
1,069.26
2,950.10
279.41
3,296.90
1,579.25
381.22
30,255.36

Distribution of occupied area according to SIOSE 2011.

features and current land use of the Galician terraces) after the initial mapping of the

entire Galicia region, the scale was expanded to present the results for the Miño-Sil basin,
with a total area of 17,000 km2, of which 12,101 km2 belong to the Galicia region. The

aim was to take a closer look at these terraces by producing higher resolution images,
an approach which, if applied to the entire region, would exceed the scope of a single
publication. The results for the other river basins in Galicia will therefore be published in
future studies.

The Miño-Sil river basin reflects the contrasts already mentioned in the introduction:
flattened areas interrupted by rivers that form deep gorges for much of their course
(Figure 6). The main river rises in the foothills of the Serra de Meira and covers a distance

of 350 km before flowing into the Atlantic. Its tributary, the Sil, stretches 228 km between
the Cantabrian Mountains and its confluence with the Miño.

The presence of deep gorges with steep banks throughout the river system posed a

challenge for the establishment of cultivated areas, but did not prevent massive topographic

2020 VOL. 1 NUM. 1

Figure 6. Distribution of terraces in different sectors of the Miño-Sil river basin in Galicia.
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transformation from taking place. Where the steep slopes were dominated by boulders,
terrace construction was particularly difficult, but not impossible, as evidenced by the
presence of boulders in certain places in the Sil Valley (Figure 7), where periglacial activity

produced rock deposits, some of which were used to build stone walls for terraces. However,
the sunlit slopes, on which a weathering layer was already present, were intensively reshaped

to make them suitable for vine cultivation, in sections dominated by both granitic and
metamorphic rocks, as in the areas of Monforte de Lemos, Chantada and Ribadavia. The

total area of the terraces created in the Miño-Sil river basin is 18,856.68 ha. The reasons
for building the terraces were either the need to create additional cultivable land, as is the
case with vineyards, or to smooth out the steep slopes to facilitate agricultural work. The
construction of terraces in Galicia involved an enormous effort that proves the role of

men and women in shaping the relief, as it involved the modification of numerous slopes,
the reshaping of the river system and the creation of anthropogenic soils in many places,
transforming the original natural dynamic into a new one determined by man. Possibly
the Ribeira Sacra to the east of Chantada and to the south of Monforte de Lemos is the
area in Galicia where the terraces form the most unique landscape (Figure 7).

It is worth noting that numerous names are used for the terraces and their dry stone
walls. In O Ribeiro (Ribadavia area) they are known as sucalcos. In the Ribeira Sacra, their

designation varies from place to place. In Saviñao and Chantada they are called muras, in
A Teixeira paredes, in Sober and Parada do Sil muros, in Ribas de Sil paredós and in Pantón
and Nogueira de Ramuín calzadas. In Chantada, the houses with large walls are called

poxadas, and the largest of them is called patal. Therefore, there are many names: sucalcos

or socalcos, pataos, pataus or patais, muras or muros, liños, bancadas, bancais, paredós, calzadas
or poxadas. This is a perfect example of the importance of these elements in the Galician
context.

Generally, terracing consisted of first building a wall along the lower boundary of

a particular section of the slope, thus creating a cavity which was then filled with soil

obtained by “breaking up” the weathered layer of rock and mixing it with plant material,
manure or both. For this purpose, a channel or trench was opened between two rows of
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Figure 7. Current land use of the terraces of Ribeira Sacra.
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vines and filled with heather, gorse or cut vine branches. This promoted the emergence
of “anthropic” soils in the sense that their dynamics were determined by the human
contribution of organic material rather than by natural dynamics. It should be remembered

that soils are sediments that develop naturally through the input of organic matter. In this
case, these contributions were promoted by farmers and agricultural activity.

The width of the terraces varies from one area to another depending on the slope and
relief. On steeper slopes, terraces are usually very narrow and only allow the cultivation of

one or two rows of vines, while on lower slopes wider terraces are possible, but never wide
enough for more than a few rows of vines (Figure 9).

On the other hand, the rock properties, such as the degree of fragmentation and

weathering, also determined the size and design of the terraces. Easily fragile metamorphic

rocks allowed the construction of dry stone walls by piling up the stones without sealing

elements and only placing small wedges where the stones needed additional support.
Reversed, in the granite-dominated areas small walls of well-worked stone blocks exist
next to accumulations of barely worked stones (Figure 10).

Complementing the terracing, a complex access system had to be created, which also
varied depending on the slope. In some areas, paths were created directly along the upper
or lower sections of the plots. In other areas, access was provided by stairs embedded in

the walls. There is a wide range of designs in both the access systems and the general
layout of the terraces. For example, in some areas the terraces run continuously parallel

to the shore, while in others they are short and interrupted by large boulders that were
difficult to remove.

The succession of terraces from bottom to top (bocarribeira) results in a fully anthropised

landscape, reinforced by the construction of small huts inside the terraces used to store
tools or as shelters for resting, although many of them have more recently been converted
into temporary or even permanent dwellings.
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Figure 8. Terraces with vineyards built over sedimentary deposits in the Sil valley
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The terraces, once created for vegetable and wine cultivation, lost its function since the
fifties of the 20th century. This loss was accelerated by strong migratory movements. A

large part of the population of Galicia and the Miño basin migrated to various European
countries, especially Germany, France, the Netherlands and Switzerland. In contrast to
the migratory movements to the Americas - especially to Argentina and Uruguay, but

also to Brazil and Venezuela - which took place in the 19th and early 20th centuries and
affected a smaller number of people, migration to Europe was of a much larger scale.

On the other hand, the construction of dams on the Miño and Sil rivers in the early

1950s led to the flooding of some terraces and villages, resulting in further population

movements. This is made clear by analysing aerial photographs from the 1956 American
flight. They show that some terraced areas around the reservoirs, which were designated as

farmland in the 1940s IGN topographic maps, were already in an early stage of vegetation

overgrowth. This is the case with some vineyards in the Ribeira Sacra (Pérez Alberti,
2019). Therefore, many terraces are currently covered by scrub, woods, planted trees or
even buildings. Table 3 summarises the current terrace land uses according to SIOSE.

Although further studies are needed to consolidate these data, it is evident that of
Coverage
Vineyards
Crops and pastures
Crops and tree species landscape mosaic
Agricultural-urban landscape mosaic
Deciduous species
Mixed tree species
Bush and tree species
Bush
Conifers
Artificial coverage
Urban areas
Other
Total

Table 3.

Area (ha)
3,195.03
5,233.01
123.20
1,427.76
2,531.83
774.36
839.57
824.41
545.72
63.67
644.70
2,713.47
18,856.68

Current terrace use in the Miño-Sil river basin according to SIOSE data.
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the 18,856.68 ha, only 9,199.56 ha (i.e. 48.78%) are still used for agriculture; 123.20
ha (0.65%) are occupied by tree crops, indicating a first phase of abandonment and

overgrowth by plants, and 1. 427.76 ha (7.57%) are covered by a mosaic of agricultural and

urban land, indicating recent population expansion towards the terraced areas. Similarly,
many terraces are currently covered with shrub and tree species, totalling 4,970.17 ha

(26.35%), while conifers (in this case corresponding to forest plantations) occupy 2.89%
of the terrace area.

The data on the terraces in the Miño-Sil basin, taken from the Forest Map (2011), show
the presence of different species, both native and introduced: Acacia dealbata, Alnus
glutinosa, Arbutus unedus, Betula alba, Castanea sativa, Eucalyptus glóbulos, Eucalyptus

nitens, Eucalyptus viminalis, Fraxinus excelsior, Pinus pinaster, Pinus radiata, Pinus sylvestris,
Platanus hispánica, Populos canadensis, Quercus ilex, Quercus pirenaica, Quercus robur, Quercus
rubra, Quercus suber, Salix atrocinerea and Salix fragilix, as well as a wide range of shrub
and bush species.

Among the introduced species, Acacia dealbata and Eucalyptus spp. are noteworthy. Acacia
dealbata and Eucalyptus spp. are both native to Australia and were planted in wine-growing

areas to use their wood as stakes for vineyards. Later, the switch from wooden stakes to

stone or concrete stakes and wires resulted in these trees, which were no longer cut down,
becoming a serious environmental problem as they have become an invasive, gradually
spreading species. Similarly, Eucalyptus spp. spreads naturally in the humid environment

without human intervention. Pinus spp. is also associated with forest plantations. Reversed,
native species such as Quercus spp. have emerged through spontaneous expansion, a process
that can be clearly observed in the Ribeira Sacra.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The terraces (socalcos) are of great importance in Galicia, not only because of the large area

they cover (about thirty thousand hectares), but also because they were built in unique
places, especially in the valleys of the Miño and Sil rivers.
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Figure 10. Variety of walls in the terraces.
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Their origins date back to pre-Roman times, although their construction continued until
the first half of the twentieth century. Their construction continued until the end of the

nineteenth century. They were built both in the coastal areas and in the interior of Galicia
to create cultivation areas, especially in areas with a slope of more than 64º, as is the case
with the terrace constructions in the Ribeira Sacra intended for vineyards.

Besides vines, vegetables and even cereals were grown on the terraces. However, the

abandonment of the countryside and urban development led either to the regrowth by
natural plants and the planting of forests or to the expansion of urban development.

Terraces represent unique and very valuable landscapes from both a cultural and natural
point of view, hosting not only interesting plant species but also a variety of bird species.
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ABSTRACT
The inventory of terraces in Peru in most regions was initiated in 2011 as part of a
reconstruction project funded by the IDB and implemented by Agrorural, the extension
agency of the Ministry of Agriculture. The aim was to identify areas of agricultural
terraces to be rehabilitated as an effort to gain new areas to extend the agricultural
frontier. The inventory tried to revise the different efforts of the Natural Resources
office ONERN (National Natural Resources Office) from 1987, INRENA (National
Institute for Natural Resources) from 1995 and PRONAMACHCS (National Project
for Hydrographical Watershed Management and Soil Conservation) from 2004 and
complete the available data. The history of inventories for different areas of Peru and
the analysis of available maps shows the limitation of the last inventory finished in
2014 as it does not include all existing (in use or abandoned) terraces as there was
no observation on the ground and the task was too vast for the GIS team. The total
estimation of terraced fields of the Agrorural study arrives at 340,719 ha of terraced
fields in Peru (81,367 ha abandoned – only 24%). Our review shows that the abandoned
terraces not detected can be up to 50% – 100% considering the available data and
analysis. We want to provide insights into the future tasks of further intensifying the
inventory of terraced landscapes in cooperation with local communities so that a real
recuperation of the best agricultural lands for producing excellent food for the Andean
people will be possible.
KEYWORDS
Peru, inventory of terraced landscapes, mapping, aerial photographs, remote sensing
imagery
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1. INTRODUCTION
Within the context of the world atlas of terraced landscapes as part of the ITLA1 action
plan we are interested to contribute with a discussion about inventories of terraces

(Andenes in Peruvian Spanish), which have been prepared in Peru to identify their
limitations and also the necessary future steps to recover terraced landscapes for the

production of quality food. From the decades of developing inventories and the changing
technologies from aerial photo to satellite images and GIS (Geographical Information

System) we can understand how to approach terraced landscapes and from the limitations
we can learn how to focus on terraces, people and their cultures as an archive for the future

of humankind. Limitations come from the technology used and often without the people
who inhabit terraced landscapes and from the parameters of classifying terraces.

The classification of terraces has a material dimension, an historic dimension and a

sociocultural dimension. Aspects like the geographic location, construction material
(with stones, or loess), drainage and irrigation, crops have been the main criteria to

classify terraces (Mejía, 2014). Then the status of the terrace – is it still in use, is it a
perfect construction, is it temporarily fallow land, has it been abandoned and then if it is

destroyed, stones have been removed and the horizontal lines are still visible but there has
been a collapse of terraces, the decrease of population and destruction of the local society
and the production centuries ago. Historically, terraced areas have been created by private
initiative, by social groups or by state (local, national) programs (Denevan, 2001). Many

areas have been a result of local mountain cultures embedded in their food culture systems
and maintained with a body of indigenous or local knowledge (Torres, 2014).

The identification of terraced areas and the building of an inventory create a basis for

the discussion of recognition of terraces and their products, and the recuperation of
terraced fields through local initiatives organised by the civil society or supported
through government programs. Mountain communities are often isolated therefore with
the inventories we can identify the social groups and the knowers of terraces and their

biodiversity, their cultivation and construction. ITLA has the aim to connect mountain

peoples and to provide an exchange of knowledge, an exchange of enthusiasm and the
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consciousness of becoming part of an international and global movement recovering
terraces and their culture (Alberti et al., 2018). The network of ITLA in Peru named
Andenes and Food Sovereignty is working for the links between mountain communities

and the engagement of academics, young researchers, technicians and also activists from
NGOs.

The methodology followed is based on the review and contrast of the information referring

to previous works of mapping of terraced spaces in Peru. The usefulness of high-resolution
satellite images for reviewing inventory results is actively demonstrated. They also allow

the detection of other areas with previously undetected terraces. On the other hand, it

should be noted that satellite images are easily intuitive for anyone and this favours the
establishment of local dialogue processes with communities to discuss the potential of the
abandoned terraces.

In this article we want to make a contrast between the previous works of mapping
Peruvian terraced landscapes, as well as their limitations, and open the way to the different

challenges that the future holds, providing ideas on future tasks to further intensify the
inventory of terraced landscapes, in cooperation with local Andean communities, so
that a true recovery of a large area of land takes place capable of producing excellent

food for humanity, integrating multiple advantages compared to modern models of land
management, in terms of sustainability and environmental benefits.

2. INVENTORIES OF TERRACES IN PERU
The terraces of Peru therefore are significant globally because of their extension and the

work of art and craftsmanship. They were mentioned by the chroniclers in the 16th century,
as the huge stone walls of the Inca2 and Pre-inca societies were technically astonishing
and served also as ritual places for the Inca leadership. Also travellers and scientists since

then have been writing about terraced lands. O.F. Cook published his observations from

the expedition in 1915 with the National Geographic Society naming the terraces of

Peru “Stair Case Farms” highlighting the skills and knowledge of the ancient Peruvians
describing them as “marvelous terrace agriculture” (Cook, 1916).
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2.1 Overview of inventories
A first attempt of an inventory of terraces in the Americas was compiled and published by

R.A. Donkin (1979), a British geographer, who visited the Americas studying mountain
agriculture from Mexico to Bolivia and provided maps of terraced landscapes as well

as a classification of 4 different terrace forms: contour terraces, cross-channel terraces,

valley-floor terraces and stone-faced terraces and 5 different uses: wholly or largely in use,
substantial abandonment, wholly or almost wholly abandoned, wholly or partially irrigated

and formerly irrigated. His compilation of places does not quantify areas but just indicates
places based on historic sources and observations published by researchers previously and
aerial photographs of the fifties. He already observed for the Andes that many terraces had

been abandoned after the Conquest by the Spanish because the population diminished by
90% due to wars, illnesses and forced labour (mita) in the gold and silver mines, and the

need for food and the labour force collapsed (De la Torre & Burga, 1986). Terraced fields
had been the basis for a flourishing society with dense settlements and the ethnocide of
the Spanish conquerors damaged the Andean way of life.

Luis Masson (1993) summarises the findings of the first inventory of terraces developed

by the National Natural Resources Office (ONERN) in 1987 with the purpose to

identify agricultural land for the production of cash crops. He estimated a total area of

1 million hectares and he assumed that 25% of the areas of terraces were still in use.
ONERN followed the typology of Denevan (Kendall, 2009). While he was involved in

this compilation he developed field studies in the Rimac Valley east of the capital city of

Lima using aerial photographs and the confirmation in the field by personal observation.
He finds for a contributing river and valley of Sta. Eulalia that there were 6,382 has. of
terraces and only 1,213 has. (about 20%) were still in use. He comes to the conclusion that
50% of the abandoned terraced lands could be recovered as agricultural fields.

ONERN started the inventory in 1987 because the mainstream thinking was that
there was no agricultural land available in Peru while the researchers involved in the

inventory estimated a great potential for the extension of agricultural land by recuperating
abandoned terraced fields in the Andes. During the inventory of the terraced areas by
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ONERN were considered only terraces with platforms and not the inclined terraces on
slopes (in formation) and ONERN applied the classification by Donkin (1979).

CEPAL, the Latin American Economic Commission, got involved in the discussion

about the terraces and organised a consulting group who elaborated a report about the

potential of terraced areas for Peru in 1988 and the results were presented in a seminar in

1989, establishing a typology of terraces (Pajares, 1989; Felipe Morales, 1993). But in the
publication of results were included the discussions but not the outcome of the data on
terraces by ONERN (Massón, 1993).

The inventory of ONERN had advanced a 30% of the Andean ecosystems but was
stopped by lack of funds due to the economic crisis in Peru (1989), restarted again with the

autocratic government of Fujimori until 1992 but then the research funds for ONERN

were cut as industrial agriculture and the export of agricultural crops was prioritised.
Until 1989 ONERN had identified 152,375 has. of terraced lands (platforms) for only 5

departments (Lima, Arequipa, Puno, Tacna and Moquegua) and until 1992 including the
important departments or regions of Cusco, Apurimac, Ayacucho summarised a total of

324,000 has. but still omitting the departments of Huancavelica, Junin, Ancash, Cajamarca
and Amazonas. The findings were not published because of funding limitations and the
change of government, which means new persons in charge of the different ministries
and offices.

The ONERN was replaced/renamed in 1992 by INRENA, the Institute for Natural
Resources forming part of the Ministry of Agriculture. After several years INRENA

continued the inventory of terraces (Inventario de Andenes) with the evaluation of
terraces in Apurimac, one of the regions of ancient terraces and peasant communities
with rich knowledge and culture.

As a reference there is also an inventory for terraces in Puno (Díaz Zeballos & Velásquez

Coaquira (1992) mentioned in Mujica, 1997) as part of the WaruWaru recuperation
project PIWANDES, identifying stone walled terraces and also terrace structures
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overgrown with vegetation and without stone walls. They published an extension of
122,882 has of terraces in Puno.

Denevan (1988, 2001) from Wisconsin University was part of a research project on
terraced fields in the Colca Valley and published a map of terraced fields for Colca Valley

establishing 8,962 ha of terraced fields but 61% abandoned using aerial photographs and
field observation. He used the aerial photographs of the Shippee-Johnson expedition in
1931 (3600 air photos archived in the American Museum of Natural History). Lieutenant
George Johnson was the aerial photographer for example of the Colca Valley (vertical

and inclined photos), while Robert Shippee was a geologist and the pilot who had seen
Johnson’s previous air photos ( Johnson, 1930). Johnson also created the National Aerial
Photography Service of Peru while he worked with the Peruvian Naval Air Service in
1928-29. Denevan’s interest was to map the abandoned terraces in the Colca Valley and

establish the dates and reasons for the abandonment in history. He indicated that he
demonstrated the existence of 25% more areas of terraces than covered by ONERN in
1988 (Kendall, 2009).

In 2004 the special project for soil and watershed management (Pronamachcs) compiled
an inventory of terraces elaborated since 1994 and came to the conclusion of identifying a

total of 143,581 ha in 16 regions. They asked their technicians of the field offices to report

about the terraces and the extension. In 20 years they claim to have rehabilitated and
constructed 20,000 ha. As Pronamachcs applied the concept ‘Food for work’ community
labour was paid by meter of terrace construction, which sometimes led to terraces without

posterior use by communities due to lack of water or not appropriate climate conditions
or distance from the villages.

In 2010 the Ministry of Agriculture started the Terrace Project funded by the IDB
(Interamerican Development Bank), which included pilot areas for reconstruction of

terraces in Matucana and the development of the inventory of terraces by a consortium
led by DESCO, a development NGO based in Lima with field offices in different regions
like Arequipa and the Colca Region. The inventory was concluded in 2014 but was not
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published. Originally the inventory should have prioritised areas of intervention, but
public institutions and international bodies often have no continuity as people in charge
move or change, and priorities disappear.

In the reports of the consortium were mentioned a number of 340,719 has. of terraces

in 738 districts in 11 regions, 258,722 in use and 81,367 not used. The parameters of
the inventory were restricted to the stone walled terraces with platforms and excluded
many abandoned terraced landscapes and rainfed slopes. For example, for the region of

Huarochiri there are more terraces in use (also temporarily) then without use, which led

to the assumption that the abandoned fields are much less than Massón had estimated
previously. But this is because of the criteria for considering terraced areas in certain slope

inclinations and neglect areas with abandoned stonewalls or overgrown on steep or gentle
reliefs.

In 2020 the Peruvian network of ITLA led by the Center Bartolome de las Casas from
Cusco has taken action to coordinate with the Peruvian Agricultural Ministry to publish

the inventory of terraces for 11 departments of Central and Southern Peru early 2021. It
provides the information to involve in future the terrace guardians, who manage, maintain

and use the terraces, in a process of voicing their concerns and to recuperate fields for food
production (Agrorural, 2021).

In early 2020 according to the national and international press3 thousands of poor city

inhabitants who migrated to the urban job centres during the last decades in search for a
livelihood were returning to their villages to look for food, to produce food, to get away

from the urban pandemic and to be safe. The Prime Minister Zevallos announced that

160 T urban inhabitants from Lima, who lost their informal jobs, expressed their wish to

go back to their home regions in April 2020. They reconstruct terraces as fields for food,
not for crops as commodity.
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2.2. Inventory of Andenes by ONERN 1987
The team of ONERN studied and interpreted the available aerial photographs in their
office to discover the terraced lands, with draft maps they made field visits to confirm the
existence and the use of the terraces, and then back in the office they elaborated the maps

of 1:100,000 indicating the terraces with the classification between A1 and C3. A1 for
excellent terrace and in use, C3 destroyed and abandoned.

a. The process of the inventory was - once established a team of agronomists – to analyse
the aerial photographs available from the National Geography Institute (IGN is a military

cartographic organisation) who started the aerial photographs in 1955 in the frame of an
agreement with the US Army agency for Inter-American Geodetic Survey4 from 1948
(IGN 2015:80). Based on a stereoscopic review of the photographs the agronomists
marked the possible terraced landscapes on the photographs.

b. Then the teams went to the field in 5 regions of Peru and supervised the initial
demarcation. In the 5 regions of Puno (Size of 72 T km2), Tacna (16 T km2), Moquegua

(15 T km2), Arequipa (63 T km2) and Lima (34 T km2) were found 152,000 has of terraced
fields. They identified the places, modified the limits of the terraced fields and added areas

not covered by the interpretation of the aerial photographs. Also they added information
about the state of the terraces (A1 well maintained and in use to C3 destroyed and no use)
by direct observation (Masson, 1993).

c. Back in office the teams transferred the information about terraces in the national map
of 1:100,000 available from the IGN.

In 1989 the state funds got into crisis and the government stopped to fund the inventory.
After 1990 with the new government of Fujimori ONERN continued with the inventory
work but stopped in 1992 after the coup d’état. The results of the inventory were not

published – but the maps exist and were used in 2010 by the Ministry of Agriculture, who
revised the cartographic material.
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2.3. Inventory of Andenes by INRENA 1995
INRENA replaced ONERN when it was founded in 1992. INRENA continued the
inventory of terraces of ONERN with the same methodology and added new regions
to the inventory. It published description of the inventory for different departments

(now regions) including additionally in the study the regions of Ayacucho (43 T km2),
Apurimac (20 T km2) and Cusco (72 T km2) arriving to a total of 324 T has of detected
terraces for the 8 regions.

2.4. Digitalization of ONERN/INRENA maps by the Ministry of
Agriculture – Office for Natural Resources Evaluation – DGAA 2011
The Ministry of Agriculture took initiative to continue the inventory work and started
to digitise the maps of 1:100,000 from ONERN-INRENA with the marked terraced

Figure 1. The process of georeferencing of terraced areas by the Ministry of Agriculture in 2010 (DGAA).
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fields. Then the technicians of the Ministry checked the inventories from the maps
georeferencing the areas in satellite images of high resolution. Overlaying both sources

they established the borders of the terraced fields in the maps and redesigned the areas
and they identified new areas of terraces. There was no field observation of the areas.

2.5. Inventory of Andenes by Agrorural (BID contract) in 2012
The inventory overseen by Agrorural and its Terrace Project funded by the Interamerican
Development Bank (IDB) aimed at quantifying the amount of hectares with terraces in

11 regions: Arequipa, Moquegua, Tacna, Junín, Cusco, Puno, Amazonas, Apurimac, Lima,
Ayacucho and Huancavelica. It is an approximation to the terraced land extension using

the satellite images for interpretation. The images are obtained from Google Earth high

resolution of 2.5 m based on the registers from Quickbird satellite of Digital Globe. There
has been no validation on site – different to ONERN.

The difficulties of the contract with a consortium of institutions led by DESCO has been
that the inventory team had to identify microareas of terraces in a huge area of 11 regions
widely spread and for some areas the previous data were not available. Also a difficulty

is when the specialist interprets the images which were taken in different seasons, which

means that the vegetation offers different colours and shades, which requires a good
understanding about ecosystems to be able to judge the presence of terraces or not. The

inventory of Agrorural presents an amount of 340,719 ha for the 11 regions, about 75% in

use and about 80 T ha without use. The regions of Lima, Cusco, Apurimac and Ayacucho
show the largest area of terraces (between 45 and 55 T ha each). For Puno the result is
to count with 23,875 ha and 87% still in use. ONERN in 1992 identified 16,770 ha of

terraced fields for Puno. A study team of the Highland University in 1992 had a result of
122,882 has (Díaz Zeballos & Velásquez Coaquira, 1992), more than 5 times of the data
shown by the satellite based inventory.

Why is this difference for a region like Puno, which stands as an example for other

regions? One has to do with historic difference, outmigration of the village youth to
search for education and jobs in the urban centres abandoning cultivation areas. Work
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in mining, tropical agriculture, tourism, urban jobs have offered better opportunities for

subsistence and income than agricultural production with low market prices. Another
reason is with the difference of looking at mountains with own eyes (three-dimensional)
instead of screen interpretation. If we exclude the abandoned areas from colonial times

it may seem that they are not part of an inventory – as it seems that these areas are

difficult to reconstruct and put into use – too costly, no labour force, no irrigation canals
habilitated, no idea about the potential of crops for these areas.

3. METHODS AND INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE INVENTORIES’
COMPARISON
In the form of a synopsis we have compiled the comparison of the different inventories
we have been able to follow up revising articles, powerpoints of relevant actors, personal
conversations, project documents and websites with relevant information (Table 1).

4. DIFFERENCES IN THE INVENTORIES AND UNDETECTED
TERRACES
As we want to show the benefits and limitations of the existing inventories, we have

selected 5 different areas, where we compare the findings for abandoned or used
terraces with recent satellite imagery and their interpretation. We have not selected the
most visible and well-known terraced areas in Lima or Cusco, as these areas have been

previously visited and mapped. Since we hope to give greater visibility to the thousands of
terraced hectares that remain to be detected in the different scenarios of the Andean rural
environment, moving towards a more precise inventory.

For this reason, we have chosen three areas in Puno (the island of Taquile in Lake Titicaca,

province of Puno, terraces in the province of Azángaro and in the province of Sandia,
on the eastern slope of the Andes), in Arequipa an area little studied near the Pacific

Ocean coast (Loma Corta, near Ocoña) and in Chachapoyas (Amazonas) an area with
subtropical climate (Figure 2).
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Date
1987

1988

Agency and technical team
National Office of Natural
ResourcesONERN
Agronomists team.

Objectives
Inventory of
agricultural terraces
(andenes).

Latin American Economic Report on the potential
Commission CEPAL
of terraces for Peru.
Group of consultants

1988

William Denevan &
Laura Hartwig
University of Wisconsin

Mapping of
abandoned terraces in
the Colca Valley

1992

Diaz & Velásquez
(1992) IIDSA of the
Del Altiplano de Puno
University.
Luis Masson

Inventory of terraces
in Puno.

1993
1995

2004
2010

Natural Resources
Institute. INRENA

The Rímac Valley
terraces Evaluation.
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Methodology
Stereoscopic review of aerial
photographs available at the
National Geographic Institute
(IGN) of Lima, photographs
since 1955. These observations
were transferred on the basis of
the 1: 100,000 national map
available at the IGN.

Seminar

Criteria
Only terraces with platforms are
considered, not sloping ones. Donkin
classification (1979).
Form
- contour
- cross-channel
- valley-floor
- stone faced
Use
- in use
- abandoned
- irrigated
- formerly irrigated

> Cultivated
Evaluation of Air photos from
> Non cultivated
Shippee/Johnson Expedition
> Abandoned
1931 1:13,000
Different altitudes and irrigated-non
Air photos 1955 1:55,000
irrigated fields
Vertical Air photos for Majes in
1974 1:17,000
Ground observation for
confirmation
Identifying terraces with stone
walls and also terrace structures
covered with vegetation and
without stone walls.
Aerial photographs.

Andenes inventory
continuation.
Add new regions to
inventory.
PRONAMACHCS, Min. Andenes inventory in External consultants and reports
of Agriculture
16 regions
from field offices
INRENA
INRENA.
Verification and georeferencing
Agriculture Office of
Continuation of
of the map inventories by
Natural Resources
inventory work.
superimposing them on high
Assessment Ministry.
Digitization of
resolution satellite images.
Ministry technicians
maps 1: 100,000
Boundaries were redesigned and
(ONERN).
new areas identified.
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Identifications
Extensions
Field contrast in 5 regions of
152,375 ha. In only 5 departments
Peru. The observations identified
(Lima, Arequipa, Puno, Tacna
places, limits were modified,
and Moquegua)
and areas not covered by aerial
Andean systems advance 30%,
photographs were added.
until arrest by the Fujimori
Information about the status
government.
of the terraces was added,
Until 1992 324,000 has
Classifying from A1 in good
included the departments or
condition and maintenance to C3 regions of Cusco, Apurimac, but
destroyed without use.
still omitting the departments
of Ayacucho, Huancavelica,
Junín, Ancash, Cajamarca and
Chachapoyas

Research Project of the
For Colca Valley (Cailloma
Department of Geography of the
Province) they register 14,358
University of Wisconsin, USA
ha agricultural fields, 8,962 ha
from 1983 - 1987
terraced fields and 61% abandoned
5,426 ha
Coporaque District:
1,456 ha Terraced fields, 784 ha
abandoned
Puno 122,882 ha

Some areas are contrasted with
observations in situ.

6,382 ha

Evaluation of terraces in
Apurímac.

Abandoned

Publication of results
In 1989 state funds stopped feeding
the project, the maps existed, but they
were never published. It continued in
1990 and was stopped again in 1992.
The findings were not published due to
funding constraints and the change of
government, which means new people
in charge of the different ministries
and offices. ONERN was replaced in
1992 by INRENA
Massón estimates a total of 1,000,000
ha.

39%

61%

46%

54%

25%

75%

1,213 ha

5,169 ha

1989. Presented at a seminar.
Discussions were included in the
publication, but not the result of the
terrace data (Massón, 1993).
Denevan 2001 (plus extensive
bibliography – research reports

Díaz and Velasquez (1992)
mentioned in Mujica, 1997).
In collaboration with ONERN.

Different descriptions were published
for some departments. Now regions.
143,581 ha

There were no in situ
observations.

In use
25%

Claim to have recovered 20,000 has of
terraces in 20 years since 1984
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Date
20102014

Agency and technical team
Objectives
Methodology
Department of agriculture Quantification of the Interpretation of high-resolution
(Agrorural).
number of hectares
images of 2.5 m based on the
Terrazas Project financed
with terraces in 11
records of the Digital Globe
by the BID (Interregions.
Quickbird satellite, SPOT
American Development Arequipa, Moquegua, Landsat TM, CBERS. obtained
Bank),
Tacna, Junín, Cusco,
from Google Earth.
development of the terrace
Puno, Amazonas,
Rapid Eye and Landsat
inventory by a consortium
Apurimac, Lima,
images were used, 5 and 30 m
led by DESCO
Ayacucho and
resolution, respectively.
2012.
Huancavelica.
The low-resolution areas
NGO Consulting The project included
were analyzed only from the
Private.
pilot areas for the
panchromatic band of the
reconstruction of
HRC sensor (High Resolution
terraces in Matucana.
Camera) mounted on the
CBERS-2B satellite. Covers
visible and part of near infrared.
27 km wide resolution 2.7m.
Image source: National Institute
of Space Research of Brazil
(INPE).

2021

Ministry of Agriculture of
Publication of the
Peru in coordination with inventory of terraces
the Bartolomé de las Casas for 11 departments of
Center (ITLA Peru).
central and southern
Peru.

Table 1.

Methods and instruments used in the inventories’ comparison.
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Criteria
Visual interpretation.
Shape, texture, size, and topology
patterns of objects
Use of indicators: color of vegetation,
soil, shrub vegetation on the retaining
walls, presence of operational
irrigation infrastructure.
For the recognition of abandoned
platforms, criteria such as erosion
problems, straw-colored bushy
vegetation, soil covered by permanent
straw-colored vegetation (dry
herbaceous vegetation) and, on
occasions, native perennial trees.
The multispectral images allowed the
use of the vegetation index to observe
the vigor of the vegetation and / or
crops on the interpreted platforms, in
this way it would be possible to infer
whether these were in use with crops
or were abandoned.
Digital elevation models were used
to verify if the interpreted platforms
were located on slopes.
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Identifications
There has been no validation in
situ, unlike ONERN.
Difficulties:
Identification of micro areas in
enormous extension (11 regions)
and some areas where the
previous data were not available.
Interpretation of images from
different stations,
Different patterns from those
established, multidisciplinary
criteria and good sense of
interpretation of satellite images
are necessary.

Extensions
340,719 ha of terraces in 738
districts in 11 regions.
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In use
75%
259,317
ha

Abandoned
Publication of results
25%
The inventory was completed in 2014
81,367 ha
but was never published.
Originally, the inventory should have
prioritized areas of intervention,
priorities disappear due to the noncontinuity of public institutions,
international organizations as those
responsible move or change.
Inventory parameters were limited
to stone walled terraces with bench
platforms and excluded many
abandoned terrace landscapes. For
example, for the Huarochirí region
there are more terraces in use (also
temporarily) than unused, which led
to the assumption that the abandoned
fields are much less than what Massón
had previously estimated. But this
is due to the criteria for considering
terraced areas and abandoned areas
with stone walls.

It will provide the information to involve the “terrace
guardians” in a process of expressing their concerns and to
recover fields for food production.
Right now, thousands of poor city dwellers who migrated to
urban workplaces are returning to their villages in search of
food, to produce new food, to get away from the urban pandemic
and be safe. They rebuild terraces as fields for food, not for the
sale of crops.
The cartography, published in an open environment, to which
everyone can access, explained with a common language that
everyone can understand, will provide an essential tool to the
inhabitants, with which to improve the management of their
territories, water, soils and life, in a sustainable and respectful
way with the nature.
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The Sandia area is an area on the eastern slopes of the Andes at 2,200 m altitude with a
humid climate and close to the tropical forests of Madre de Dios. Azángaro is part of the

Altiplano at an altitude of 3,900 m. Taquile is an island near Puno on Lake Titicaca at

Figure 2. Map of the selected sites in Peru (author Jorge Novo).
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an altitude of 3,800 m. Loma Corta is an area on the Northwest Coast of Arequipa at an

altitude of 400 to 900 m with an arid climate. And Chachapoyas belongs to the Amazon
Region at an altitude of 2,300 m.

The satellite images which we have used to review the terraced landscapes (in use or

abandoned without further classification) is based on Google Earth, Zone Peru, record
from 15/10/2020 prepared all by our co-author Jorge Novo from Huelva, Spain.

We chose Puno as the team of the Waruwaru research project published an inventory of

the terraces in 1992 arriving at 122,882 ha in total, most of them abandoned. Agrorural
identifies 23,706 ha of terraces, 20,706 ha in use and 2,829 ha abandoned. We get to

the conclusion that most terraces in Puno are abandoned and that we estimate a similar
extension as Diaz and Velasquez (1992).

A. Island of Taquile, Amantani District, Lake Titicaca, Puno
First study area for comparison is the island of Taquile. The DESCO team maps only
terraced areas in use with an extension of 265 ha, while our review shows more than twice
the extension, 555ha (Satellite Images from Taquile: Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5).
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Figure 3. A.1 The island of Taquile (author Jorge Novo from Google Earth, 15/10/2020).
Figure 4. A.2. Inventory of terraced landscapes – comparison between DESCO and ITLA review
(author Jorge Novo).
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Figure 5. A.3 Composition of slopes and details of terraced areas (author Jorge Novo).
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B. Azángaro, Puno
As we can see from the examples many areas of terraces – in use or abandoned – do not
figure in the Agrorural inventory. When we travelled to visit communities that are part of

the Andean project on Food Sovereignty (PASA – www.pasandes.net) in Macusani we
saw the many mountain ridges and the mostly abandoned terraces along the slopes near

Azángaro. As the Altiplano is considered one of the domestication centres for potatoes

and other tubers, it is the terraced fields, which offer special conditions for the growth and
control of the tubers. The terraces in the Altiplano were for tubers and quinua or kiwicha

(Andean food plants), and not for maize as it was in Cusco or Arequipa at lower altitudes.
Diaz and Velasquez in 1992 list for Azángaro 22,576 ha of terraces, while Agrorural lists
532 ha in total, 422 ha in use, and 110 ha abandoned: a difference from 1:40 (Satellite
Images from Azángaro: Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 6. Abandoned terraces on steep slopes in the Altiplano near Azangaro (photo by Timmi Tillmann).
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Satellite images from Azángaro.
Figure 7. B.1. Aerial view of terraced areas including details from different viewpoints (author Jorge
Novo).
Figure 8. B.2. Terraced areas identified by DESCO in 2014 (author Jorge Novo).
Figure 9. B.3. Terraced areas identified with ITLA review (author Jorge Novo).
Figure 10. B.4. Summary of areas comparing DESCO inventory and ITLA review (author Jorge Novo).
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C. Sandia, Puno
The third area in Puno is in Sandia (further down from Cuyocuyo) on the oriental slopes
of the Andes where the mountains consist of endless terraces and the houses of the

Figure 11.
Figure 12.
Figure 13.
Figure 14.
Figure 15.

C.0. Panorama of terraced areas in Sandia, Puno Region (author Jorge Novo).
C.1. Mark up of the detail of terraced area in Sandia (author Jorge Novo).
C.2. Terraced areas (in use and abandoned) not identified by DESCO (author Jorge Novo).
C.3. Terraced areas identified by ITLA Review (author Jorge Novo).
C.4. Comparison of terraced areas between DESCO and ITLA Review (author Jorge Novo).
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families are spread all over the slope on the terraces. Schools and community centres are

built on terraces too but the homes are spread on the fields. Many terraces are still in use,
but many areas also of abandoned terraced fields are not included in the inventory.

Diaz and Velasquez list for Sandia a total of 19,976 ha, while Agrorural lists 781 ha, 681
ha in use and 100 ha abandoned (Satellite Images from Sandia, Puno: Figure 11, Figure
12, Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16; Cuyo Cuyo and Sandia in Puno: Figure
17).

Figure 16. C.5. Composition of detailed views of different areas in Sandia not considered by the DESCO
inventory (author Jorge Novo).
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Figure 17. Cuyo Cuyo on the oriental slope of the Andes in Puno Region (photo by Timmi Tillmann).
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Figure 18. Sandia in Puno Region (photo by Timmi Tillmann).
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D. Loma Corta, Caraveli District, Arequipa
The fourth area of Loma Corta, which we selected is near the Coast in Arequipa, Caraveli

close to Ocoña. The river from Cotahuasi, where there are extensive areas of terraced fields,
runs into the Pacific Ocean in Ocoña. The Pre-Inca societies managed from the Coast to

the highlands a diversity of agricultural fields. This area of 3,377 ha is well designed but
long time abandoned; it was not included in the Agrorural inventory prepared by the
Desco consortium. It is easy to identify the area as the dry zone of the Western Andean

slope shows no vegetation or vegetation only exists when the clouds come form the ocean

and form the green coverage of the Lomas (like the ones in Atiquipa not far from Loma
Corta) (Satellite images from Loma Corta: Figure 19, Figure 20).

Figure 19. D.1. Composition of detailed views on abandoned terraced areas in Loma Corta, Caraveli,
Arequipa, not identified by DESCO (author Jorge Novo).
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Figure 20. D.2. Measurement of the area of abandoned terraces in Arequipa, Loma Corta (author Jorge
Novo).
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E. Chachapoyas
Finally we have chosen an area in Chachapoyas (Amazonas region), which has not
been in a priority for Agrorural, as the terraces from Inca and Preinca times are located

especially in the South and Center of Peru. It is just an example for terraced fields, which
are more difficult to identify (without LIDAR) as the fields are overgrown with the

tropical rainforest vegetation (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23). We got information about
Chachapoyas from Pedro Heredia, who also sent us an interesting study by Ana Paula

Guzmán Méndez (2018) about the terraced fields in Chachapoyas. While Agrorural
identified 14 has we marked a total of 334 has with about 80% abandoned terraces.

Figure 21. E.1. Map of the inventory of terraced areas prepared by DESCO for the area of Milpuj-La
Heredad in Chachapoyas (Amazon region) (author Jorge Novo).
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Figure 22. E.2. Comparison of terraced areas (abandoned and in use) for the area of Milpuj-La Heredad
in Chachapoyas (author Jorge Novo).

5. TOWARDS A CONSISTENT INVENTORY OF TERRACES IN PERU
5.1. Recent steps
For the Second World Congress of ITLA in Cusco in 2014 we prepared regular

coordination meetings from 2011 till 2014 where also Agrorural staff was involved.
Through this process of involving more than 30 professionals we could identify terraced
communities in Central and Southern Peru to be visited and also to take part in the

Second Congress with peasant delegates. We attended also the meetings of the scientific

committee of the Terrace Project of IDB and Agrorural and learned about the inventory

project. Ahead of the Congress in May 2014 (harvest time) the organising team formed
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by CBC, ITLA, Catholic University of Lima, University of Cusco, Cusichaca Trust and
Condesan organised field trips to terraced areas in Lima (Cañete Valley), Arequipa (Colca
Valley), Ayacucho (Andamarca) and Cusco (Vilcanota Valley and Moray). During the
Congress we created a forum for the peasant delegates and a Community Fair with local

seeds and crafts. More than 80 men and women from terraced communities joined the
Congress and got involved in the discussions of the 5 working groups with the topics of

water and soils, agrobiodiversity and food sovereignty, social organization and cultures,
traditional and modern technologies and governance and policies.. The rural delegates
were the protagonists of the ITLA Congress in Cusco reflecting the priority of the terrace
dwellers in the discussions about the future of terraced landscapes.

Figure 23. E.3. Map of the terraced areas from ITLA Review (author Jorge Novo).
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One conclusion of the Vth Congress has been to form an alliance of terraced communities

in Peru as one national network to continue coordinating with ITLA, the international
alliance of networks. The CBC continued to convene the delegates of farming communities

in Southern Peru, but this got interrupted by the death of Mourik Bueno in 2019, the

promoter of the ITLA Peru network, and in 2020 by the Coronavirus outbreak. Since

June 2020 the CBC under a new leadership (Carlos Herz) has undertaken action to
build the alliance for terraces and food sovereignty (ITLA-ASA) in Peru and is engaged

not only to publish the map of terraces of Peru in cooperation with AGRORURAL but

also to develop an international seminar on terraced landscapes in 2022 and preparatory
workshops and conferences with community delegates, professionals and with young
academics which started in 2020. 5 conferences from Nov 20 till May 21 deal with
Landscape, Infrastructure, Agroecology, Food Sovereignty and the Inventory of terraced
lands.

5.2. Constraints and future steps
Inventories are always in process, as the land use undergoes changes and the base material
of aerial photographs, field visits or satellite imagery may be from years before and recent
images have higher resolution, develops rapidly differently increasingly accurate recording
devices (Lidar, gravimetry, chromatic band detectors, thermals, etc).

Migration affects the use of terraced land: cities, major or minor human accumulations,
industries, mining, mechanized farms that abuse water, polluting and destroying life,
throwing garbage, misuse agrochemicals, not carrying out adequate treatments to

contaminated water, over-exploiting aquifers, contaminating them with pesticides, and
other by-products of human activities, etc. In short, a society with a tendency to the

commoditisation of nature, that due to lack of knowledge and / or technologies to mitigate

its impacts, in the worst case with them but with irresponsible behaviour by not applying
them, they cause a resentment in the quality of the rural environment, water, crops and

nature in general, especially affecting vulnerable rural communities. The low prices of
agricultural products at origin, and the throttling action of intermediary markets that

lower prices at origin even more, give the finishing touch to the situation. The terraces,
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which require a large amount of labour, are abandoned because they are not profitable.
The new systems of production under purely extractivist capitalism systems pollute air,
waters and minds, take away water for their needs letting fields un-irrigated producing an

exodus of young people to work in cities, large, industrialized farms, mines, etc. looking

for a better quality of life as the mass media tells them.The climate crisis produced by
the impact of industrialization on our weather conditions creates new conditions for
agricultural fields – droughts and less rain affect crops of the peasants, higher temperatures

move crops like potatoes in higher locations. This means that terraces are not fixed but
change over time (Denevan, 2001) and in history have impacted with ecological, political
and social factors on the abandonment of terraced fields. Watching aerial photographs
(Bridges, 1991) and satellite images comparing different decades we get an idea of the
economic and social changes of the agricultural terraces – the areas and biodiversity.

The evaluation team of the IDB funded inventory with Agrorural (Programa Andenes
2014) remarked following constraints:
•

The project was formed as part of the Rehabilitation Program under the umbrella of
Agrorural, an extension agency of the Ministry of Agriculture. This project established
a scientific advisory board with excellent scientists, but this board did not have much

influence on the project itself. They were called once in a while to comment on reports
•

and activities, but they did not have a specific task to guide the project activities.

The inventory and the project was formulated as a technocratic process of mapping
terraces, it was neither conceptualised as a multisectoral approach involving more

agencies for aspects of identity and the socio-cultural dimensions nor the local people
•

were involved in the process, as the inventory was done on screen with satellite images.
The outcome to identify priority regions for rehabilitation of terraces did not

consider how to manage the cultural diversity and to use the ecological resources,
this was not part of the considerations of the project. The hydrology of where to

obtain the necessary water to irrigate the terraces was not part of the prioritization.
The ancestral and traditional Andean water harvesting knowledge, sustainable and
with effectiveness demonstrated during millennia of application, are in danger of
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extinction, since the true connoisseurs, the elderly people of the rural environment,
die without young people to whom they bequeath their knowledge, the irrigation
•

channels are dry, they all went to the universities learning to make concrete works.

The governance of the project itself was weak, as the staff did not take initiative and

also was changed during the duration of the project leading to little impact in the
field and the lack of coordination with important actors (local leaders, activists from

•

NGOs, researchers and extensionists).

The IDB evaluation stated that the inventory were just electronic maps but to be a

practical tool it required to count with a guide or manual on how to use the inventory

and how to focus on the rehabilitation of the terraces in collaboration with the local
communities (Guarín, 2015).

Finally the whole inventory was not published as the project finished, the expert from
IDB moved away from Lima and the whole project got stuck. Only now Agrorural
and the Center Bartolome de las Casas as leading NGO of ITLA Peru have recovered
the material of the inventories and published the inventory of terraces, which allows to

identify the communities for a dialogical process of producing on abandoned fields the
food crops people need and enjoy5.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The reports of the Agrorural Inventory of Terraces indicate a selection of districts and

terraced areas to be prioritised for reconstruction, even calculating the costs involved.
It has been an important effort to highlight the mountain places, remote and at small

scale with terraces, which are the heritage of humankind. But not all areas have been
identified, so new tasks and activities are needed for the visibility of terraces and for

the recuperation of valuable agricultural land in Peru. Instead of 340 T ha of terraces

we estimate a minimum of 1 million ha of terraces including all types of terraces in the
different regions of Peru.

To overcome the limitations of the inventory from 2014 it would need a larger project of
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mapping specialists using LIDAR, satellite image interpreters, people in the field including
anthropologists and archaeologists, agronomists and hydrologists, etc. to contact the local

people and work with them to produce participatory multidimensional maps and produce
visible results and local voices to achieve an impact on the national policy to promote

farming communities in the Andes and to prepare local reconstruction plans with a vision
of food sovereignty (Camara & Bueno de Mesquita, 2019).

There should be 2 dimensions of the promotion of terraces – on one side, Peru needs
either an own institution because of the dimension of the task or additional official
funding for terraced lands within Agrorural with government funds (instead of a project

that has only temporary staff and not a continuous funding; the donor agency’s staff can

be moved abroad and the project stops), who gives support, identifies terraced land and

communities, promotes organic food production for the local community. On the other
side, an alliance of communities and activists is necessary who accompany community

initiatives and develop innovative forms and contents of terrace building and use. The

communities could form terraced land observatories to monitor the situation of the land
and water and suggest measures to recover abandoned slopes for organic production.

This requires not only the participation of the peasant groups, but also a shift of the
paradigm of development towards food sovereignty in favor of the local circular economy

based on the conditions of mountain ecosystems with diversity (and not urban nor plain
ecologies). A shift also about the perception of terraced lands as remote and marginal

with poor quality of products, it is the opposite: the optimum use of natural resources

by human collectives. The principles of agroecology lead to the adoption of an Andean
principle of reciprocity between humans and nature as part of the decolonisation of an
imposed development model.
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Endnotes
1. International Terraced Landscapes Alliance founded 2010 in Mengzi, China during the first International
Conference on Terraced Landscapes organised by the Red River Prefecture Government and UNESCO.
2. The Inca empire existed in the XVth and XVIth Century and extended from Chile, Argentina, Bolivia, Peru to
Ecuador and Colombia covering 3 million square kilometres with the capital city in Cusco. (Mujica, 1997; Kendall,
2009; Cook, 1916)
3. https://www.nytimes.com/es/2020/04/30/espanol/america-latina/peru-virus-migracion-caminantes.html
4. The IGS was created after WWII in 1947 by Truman within the US Army as part of the efforts to cooperate and
control Latin-American governments as part of a group of agencies linked to agriculture and governance. The
IGS established their cartographic training center for military geographers in Ford Clayton in Panama Canal
Zone.
5 The Inventory of Andenes can be downloaded on: https://www.agrorural.gob.pe/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/
Libros-Andenes-para-la-vida-PDF.pdf
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ABSTRACT
Rice terraces, or “Tanada”, are a rural landscape synonymous with Japan. However, the
rice terraces have been devastated due to the decline and obsolescence of farmers in
Japan. To overcome this situation, the Law for the Conservation and Revitalisation
of Rice Terraces was passed in June 2019. This report presents the current situation
and problems of rice terraces in Japan, as well as the Japanese government’s
main support measures for the conservation and revitalisation of rice terraces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The bill for the revitalisation of the rice terrace region was unanimously passed by the

Japanese Diet in June 2019 and came into force in August 2019. This is the first time in
Japanese history that a law for the conservation of rice terraces and the revitalisation of the

rice terrace region has been approved. In this regard, the approval of the law is a milestone
for all those involved in the conservation of rice terraces throughout the country. This

report presents the current situation of rice terraces in Japan and the measures taken by
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) of the Japanese government
to conserve rice terraces in Japan.

2. PRESENT SITUATION OF RICE TERRACES IN JAPAN
2.1. Estimation of the area of terraced rice fields
According to the 2005 Agriculture and Forestry Census (the only official survey of

terraced rice fields conducted by the Japanese government), the area of terraced rice fields
in Japan is 138,000 ha and the number of sites is 54,000 (Figure 1). Terraced rice fields

account for about 3% of the agricultural land in Japan (4.7 million ha). Unfortunately,
the survey of terraced rice fields has not been carried out so far due to the revision of the

Census. In this survey, terraced rice fields are defined as “paddy fields on slope established
along contour lines”.

There is another survey that we can use to estimate the current area of terraced rice fields

(Figure 2). The support program called “The Direct Payment Program for Farmers in

Hill and Mountain Areas” is one of the important measures implemented by the Japanese
government since 2000 to support the continuation of agricultural production in hill and

mountain areas where agricultural production conditions are unfavourable. Under this
program, the amount of payment is determined according to the degree of slope. ¥21,000

yen ($200) per 0.1 ha is paid for rice fields with a slope of 1/20 or more. The total area of

rice field paid ¥21,000 yen is about 150,000 ha in 2019. If the rice fields with a slope of
1/20 and above are considered as terraced rice fields, this figure can serve as an estimate

of the total area of terraced rice fields in Japan. However, this figure does not include the
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areas that do not meet the criteria of the direct payment program for certain reasons, such

as carrying out the required activities. Based on the above two data, the area of terraced
rice fields in Japan can currently be estimated at about 200,000 hectares.

2.2 The current situation in hilly and mountainous areas
Data on hilly and mountainous areas can be helpful in understanding the situation
around rice terraces. Figure 3 shows that the population in hilly and mountainous areas is
continuously decreasing. From 2005 to 2015, the population has decreased by about 10%
(1.47 million people). The rate of ageing in the hillly and mountain areas is about 10 %
higher than the national average, and the ageing is progressing about 15 to 20 years.

In addition, the rate of abandoned agricultural land was 16.7% in 2015, about 5% higher

than the national average of 12.1%. Most terraced rice fields are located in hilly and
mountainous areas. Terrace rice fields are under less favourable conditions than other

rice fields in hilly and mountainous areas. This is because the cultivation area of each rice
terrace field is so small that large agricultural machinery cannot be used. In this sense , it

can be assumed that the situation of the rice terraces is even more difficult than the above
data.

2.3 Public opinion on rice terraces
MAFF conducted a nationwide opinion survey on rice terraces in 2019, in which 1,102

people aged 20 and above participated. The result is shown in Figure 4. 76% of respondents
answered that rice terraces should be preserved in the future, and 18% answered: “Rice
terraces should be preserved, but it is inevitable they will be abandoned.”

This survey has made it clear that many Japanese are aware of the value and importance
of rice terraces.

2.4 Positive trend for rice terraces
The situation of rice terraces is expected to worsen in the future. However, a positive

trend has emerged in recent years. For example, interest in living in the countryside has
increased, especially among young people living in the cities.

average of 12.1%. Most of rice terraces are thought to be in hilly and mountainous areas. Terraced
rice fields are under more unfavorable condition than other paddy fields in hilly and mountainous
Because OF
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cannot be used. In this sense, it is presumed that the situation of rice terraces are more severe than
data mentioned above.
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(3) Public opinion about rice terraces
MAFF conducted an attitude survey on rice terraces targeting 1,102 people aged 20 and over
nationwide in 2019. The result is shown in ‘Figure 4’. 76% of the respondents answered that rice
terraces should be conserved in the future, and 18% responded “Rice terraces should be conserved,
but it is unavoidable to be abandoned.”
This survey made it clear that the value and importance of rice terraces is a common sense of many
Japanese.

4

Figure 4. Proportion of respondents who think rice terraces should be preserved (Source: Rice Terrace
Opinion Survey, 2019, MAFF).
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Figure 4. The number of users of NPO (Support Center for Returning to the Countryside)

Figure 5. The number of users of NPO (Return to Countryside Support Centre).

As you can see, the situation surrounding rice terraces is not only severe. Rice terraces have many
attractions such as beautiful scenery, rich natural environment, good quality crops and traditional
culture. Therefore, in order to make good use of this trend for conservation of rice terraces, it is
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The non-profit organization (NPO) Furusato Kaiki Shien Center (Return to Countryside
Support Centre) is one of the organisations that support people who want to move to

rural areas (Figure 5). The NPO was established in 2002 to support both urban residents

who want to live in the countryside and local governments who are trying to revitalise

rural areas. Its main activities are to organise seminars for urban residents to introduce

them to suitable areas to move to, and to provide training and information on government
policies and good examples of rural revitalisation to local government staff.

Due to people’s growing interest in rural migration, the number of NPO users has tripled

to 33,000 in nine years. Moreover, in 2008, about 70% of them were aged 50 or older,
while in 2017, 70% were younger than 50. This trend will be exacerbated by the spread of

Covid-19. For the rice terrace regions, which are struggling with a shrinking population
and ageing farmers, this trend is a great opportunity to attract new human resources.

Therefore, the situation around rice terraces is not only serious. Rice terraces have many

attractions, such as beautiful scenery, rich natural environment, high quality crops and

traditional culture. To take advantage of this trend for the preservation of rice terraces, it
is important to use the frameworks listed below.

3. EFFORTS TO PRESERVE RICE TERRACES ON THE PART OF
NON-GOVERNMENTAL INITIATIVES
In the 1990s, as the number of abandoned rice terraces increased, momentum for the
preservation of rice terraces emerged, and in 1995 the National Rice Terrace Council was

established (Figure 6), mainly by communities with rice terraces across the country. In the

same year, the first National Rice Terrace Summit was organised by the Council in the
town of Yusuhara in Kochi Prefecture.

At the summit, farmers and local government officials from all over the country involved

in rice terrace conservation meet to actively exchange opinions and information and,
for example, present rice terrace conservation cases and share know-how. Since the first
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Figure 6. Website of the National Rice Terrace Council presenting the “100 best rice terraces in Japan”
(Source: https://tanada-japan.com/hyakusen/ ).

summit in 1995, the National Rice Terrace Summit has been held continuously every year,
and the 25th summit has been held in Nagato City, Yamaguchi Prefecture in October
2019.

In addition, the NPO National Rice Terrace Network was founded in 1995 mainly by
urban residents who saw a crisis in the face of the destruction of the rice terraces. Aiming

to bring together rice terrace farmers in need of help and urban residents who want to
support the conservation of rice terraces, the NPO conducts activities such as organising

symposia and publishing books to communicate the attractiveness of rice terraces, holding
events on agricultural experiences on rice terraces, introducing rice terraces to urban

residents and businesses through the rice terrace ownership program, and supporting the
sale of rice harvested from rice terrace fields. The rice terrace ownership program provides

that people who pay a membership fee and become owners of a certain area of a rice
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Figure 7. Homepage of the “National Rice Terraces Network” presenting rice terraces implementing the
“Ownership of Rice Terraces” program (Source: http://www.tanadaowner.com/)

terrace field can learn about farming activities under the guidance of a local farmer and
receive the harvested products of the rice terrace (Figure 7).

4. SUPPORT MEASURES OF THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT FOR
RICE TERRACES
In this section, I would like to provide information on the Japanese government’s main
support measures for rice terraces.

4.1 The direct payment program for farmers in hilly and mountainous
areas
As mentioned above, this program is the most important measure for the conservation of
terraced rice fields. The program was introduced in 2000 with the aim of demonstrating
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the multi-functionality of agriculture (i.e. preventing flooding, preserving the natural
environment, creating beautiful landscapes, maintaining cultural traditions, etc.) by
preventing further abandonment of arable land. This program is the first fully-fledged
incentive payment in Japan that relates to the EU direct payment scheme.

One of the biggest differences with the EU program is that payments are made to
the agricultural community rather than to individual farmers. Since rice cultivation

has traditionally been the mainstay of Japanese agriculture, irrigation water has to be
managed by the whole community. For this reason, agriculture in Japan is communitybased. Based on this peculiarity of Japanese agriculture, the program was designed to pay
to the community.

In order to receive payments, a community must establish a plan that specifies prescribed
farmland conservation activities and be certified by the local government. Certified
communities can receive payments according to the area of agricultural land on which

conservation activities are carried out, and the payments can be used freely based on the
community’s consent.

There are two types of payments: the basic payment and the additional payment. The
unit price of the basic payment is based on the slope of the cultivated area. As mentioned
earlier, for terraced rice fields with a slope of 1/20 and above, ¥21,000 yen ($200) is paid

per 0.1 hectare. Additional payments are made for certain government-recommended
activities, such as expanding community area or recruiting new labour (Figure 8).

As part of the enforcement of the new law mentioned above, a support measure was
introduced to provide an additional payment of 10,000 yen ($95) per 0.1 hectare for rice

terraces certified under the law in 2020. Including a basic payment, a total of 31,000 yen

($295) per 0.1 hectare will be paid for rice terraces under the current direct payment program.

In accordance with the enforcement of the new law mentioned above, a support measure was
established to provide an additional payment of ?10,000 ($95) yen per 0.1 hectare to rice terraces
which
certified
2020
VOL. 1 under
NUM. the
1 law in 2020. Including a basic payment, a total of ?31,000 yen ($295) per 83
0.1hectare will be paid for the rice terraces under the present direct payment program.
Amount of payment

Criteria for payment

Additional Payment
(10,000 yen/0.1ha)

- Government recommended activities
- Certification by the government under
the new low

Basic Payment
(21,000 yen/0.1ha)

- Rice field with a slope of 1/20 and more
- Conservation activities for farmland
- Local Government Certification

Figure 7. Scheme of Direct payment program for conservation of rice terraces
Figure 8. Scheme of the direct payment program for the conservation of rice terraces.
(2) Raising public awareness of attraction of rice terraces
a. Tanada (rice terraces) Card Project
In 2018, MAFF and some prefectures jointly created “rice terrace cards” of 50 rice terraces
nationwide so that not only those who know rice terraces but also those who do not know rice terraces
can understand the charm of rice terraces. In addition, a rice terrace tour map was also published. In
order to obtain a rice terrace card, people need to visit the rice terraces and do some certain activities,
for example purchasing local agricultural products, participating in farming experience events and so
on. In this way, the rice terrace card is used as a tool to attract people to the rice terraces.

9

Figure 9. Rice terrace map and rice terrace tour map (Source: MAFF website, English version available:
http://www.maff.go.jp/j/nousin/tanada/pdf/Map.pdf ).
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4.2 Raising public awareness of the attractiveness of rice terraces
4.2.1 Tanada (rice terraces) map project (Figure 9).
In 2018, MAFF and some prefectures jointly produced “rice terrace maps” of 50 rice

terraces across the country so that not only those who know rice terraces but also those
who do not know rice terraces can understand the charm of rice terraces. A rice terrace
tour map has also been published. To get a rice terrace card, people need to visit the rice
terraces and do certain activities, such as buying local agricultural products, participating
in agriculture-related events and so on. In this way, the rice terrace card is used as a tool
to attract people to the rice terraces.

4.2.2 Guide to the revitalisation of rice terraces
MAFF has also produced a guide to help all those involved in the conservation of rice
terraces to make their rice terraces attractive. This guide presents 15 rice terraces where
efforts are already well advanced. For example, a village whose existence was threatened

by the earthquake was revitalised by using the rice terraces as a symbol of revival for

migration; a case where many tourists were attracted by using the rice terraces extensively

as a tourism resource; and a case where conservation of the rice terraces was successful
through active participation in agricultural experience events, also presented for primary
school students and urban dwellers.

In addition, there are other effective support measures for the conservation of rice terraces,
such as the development of agricultural infrastructure and support for the prevention of
crop damage by wildlife. Through the combination of these support measures, activities
for the conservation and revitalisation of rice terraces are implemented in each region.

5. CONCLUSIONS
With the enforcement of the Law for the Conservation and Revitalisation of Rice Terraces,
the rice terraces have gained attention and the government has started to take various

promotional measures. The momentum to conserve the rice terraces is also increasing in
the individual rice terrace regions. It is important not to end this trend temporarily, but to
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create a virtuous cycle that makes it sustainable. In this sense, bottom-up efforts starting
from a regional base are essential.

The main cause of the destruction of rice terraces is the decline and ageing of farmers

and the weakening of community functions in rural areas. These problems apply not

only to the rice terrace regions, but to all of Japanese agriculture. The conservation and
revitalisation of rice terraces is an important task that could help address the challenges
facing Japanese agriculture.
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ABSTRACT
The city of Arequipa, Southern Perú is located at 2,700 m a.m.s.l. . in a semi desert
zone, the Oceanic Yunga, as an extension of the Atacama Desert. This zone presents
gorges and steep slopes which have been transformed in agricultural terraced
systems since Pre-hispanic times. Most of these systems are currently in use at the
localities of Yumina, Sabandía, Paucarpata, Carmen Alto, Tingo, Tiabaya, Chilina,
Cayma and Yura. The traditional crops on these terraces are: maize, vegetables,
cucurbitaceous and alfalfa. Most of the properties belong to the traditional
farmers known as lonccos who maintain their own language and culture. The urban
expansion and specially the need for water sources for urban domestic use are
threatening the continuity of these traditional systems of agricultural production.

KEYWORDS
Arequipa, terraces, traditional farmers, crops, risks
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Dedicated to the memory of Mourik Bueno de Mezquita
“In Peru we are witnesses of the economic, social and political marginalisation of our
terraced landscapes, symbols of the unique wisdom, the Quechua and Aymara heritage.”

John Earls, 2015

1. INTRODUCTION
Terrace systems in Peru are considered to have covered more than 400,000 ha (Masson,
1983). In Inca times these were preferably cultivated with corn, transforming the soils
located on nonproductive slopes, into fields of intensive agriculture throughout the entire
Andean mountain range (Donkin, 1979).

These terraces, called pata in pre-Columbian Peru, fulfilled various functions, such as

soil conservation (Felipe Morales, 1987) and better use of water, avoiding or decreasing

soil erosion (Masson, 1983; Denevan, 1986; Alfaro et al. 1986; Felipe Morales, 2004).
But above all they were a strategy to expand the agricultural frontier, creating favourable
microclimatic conditions for crops and ensuring food with the adaptation of new varieties
of agrobiodiversity present in the Andes (Tapia, 2007).

At the Andean level, there is evidence that some terraces located on continuous terrain

and covering important altitude differences, were used as research centres in the climatic
adaptation of Andean crops (Earls, 1987).

Background
The study of the conditions, conservation and promotion of the terraces has been the

subject of different publications, seminars, and conferences both in Peru (Concytec,
1986; Kendall, 1992; Benavides, 2004), as well as in International Congresses. The second
Congress on Terraced Landscapes Encounters of Cultures and Knowledge from Terraces in
the World took place in 2014 in Cusco, Peru (Tillmann, Bueno de Mesquita, 2015).
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In 2013 even a Program for the Inventory and Conservation of terraces was financed by

the IDB and with the participation of the Ministry of Agriculture of Peru, which aimed to
carry out the recovery of terraces and undertake an inventory of these agricultural systems
at the national level, with the goal to increase agricultural productivity, improve food

security and strengthen articulation to markets in poor areas (Lambruschini, 2015). The

program began in 28 districts of 11 regions of the country and 16,000 ha of terraces were
involved with the execution of works by the Cooperation Fund for Social Development

FONCODES. To date, these government actions have not been continued and rather the
regional governments have taken some initiatives.

A special situation is the presence of vestiges of terraces within the perimeters of cities,
as is the case of Cusco (Vega Centeno, 2015) and the subject discussed here in the city
of Arequipa, where urban expansion constitutes a threat to their subsistence, as well as
competition for the use of water for domestic purposes.

In the Arequipa region, the extensive terraces systems of the Colca Canyon area in the

province of Cailloma (Denevan, 1986; Córdova, 2004) and also in the Cotahuasi Canyon

(Tejada, 2010) in the province of La Unión are highly admired. Along with Chuquibamba,
they are eminently rural localities, distant from the city of Arequipa and with extensive

areas in current agricultural production of corn, potatoes, quinua (Chenopodium quinoa
Wild) and kiwicha (Amaranthus caudatus L.), also constituting important areas of tourist
attraction, for its landscape beauty.

The principal objective here is to give evidence of the presence of ancient terraces in

Arequipa as much as the influence of the urban expansion to affect the use of the water
resources affecting the maintenance of the terraces.

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The methodology used has consisted of a review of the existing bibliography on the

matter, in addition, research was carried out in the field consisting of personal visits to
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the main areas and producers of the terraces in Arequipa in order to define the current

situation regarding conflicts between the urban expansion and availability of water for
agricultural use.

Satellite imaging has been used to assess the state of the terraced areas and associated
infrastructures (aqueducts and reservoirs).

3. RESULTS
Locality
Arequipa, the capital city of the region of the same name, at 2,700 a.m.s.l., is the second
largest city in Peru, due to the number of population and its economic importance.

It is located on the western slope of the Andes in the highest part of the Maritime Yunga

Region according to the classification of natural regions of Peru by Pulgar Vidal (1971).
It has a desert climate of less than 250 mm of precipitation per year, concentrated in the
months of January to March and where agriculture requires complementary irrigation for
production.

It should be noted that the city is surrounded by three volcanoes with the risks that this
entails: Misti stands out among them with its 5,822 m a.m.s.l. and is still active, with

different catastrophic episodes in history (Poma de Ayala, 1615) (Figure 1), and on its
sides, the Chachani volcano (6,025 m a.m.s.l.) and Pichu Pichu (5,500 m a.m.s.l.). all are
part of the Western Cordillera of the Andes.

On the other hand, volcanic materials were historically used for construction, Arequipa is
also called the white city because of the sillar, which is a porous volcanic rock abundant in

local quarries, with which the churches, convents and houses of the historic centre are built.
These mountains also form ravines on their slopes, which when used through the
construction of terraces for agricultural purposes, constitute a special and little promoted
attraction. The numerous streams that cross the city were originally carpeted with platforms
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Figure 1. The city of Arequipa covered in ash after the volcano eruption (Source: Guamán Poma de Ayala
(1600-1615) drew 373).
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of different origins: pre-Inca, Inca and even from the colonial era, after the Spanish
invasion in the 16th century (Salas and Vásquez, 1984). Currently, the terraces of the

Chili river ravine, called Chilina, which crosses the city, and those located in the ravines
of the surrounding districts remain.

Arequipa has been inhabited through the centuries by different ethnic groups and cultures,

Figure 2. Location of the analysed terraced sectors in the Arequipa city, southern Region of Peru (Source:
Google Earth. Prepared by Jorge Novo).
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among them the Tiahuanaco of the Peruvian-Bolivian Altiplano, the Wari of Ayacucho
and the Chiribaya of Moquegua. Although there is no consensus as to its origin, the

Cabana who came from Chuquibamba were possibly the first to build terraces systems

especially for the cultivation of corn. Julien (2002) indicates that they were the orejones,
Inca technical experts, who came in the fourteenth century to perfect the terraces with

the Inca model that includes the construction of retaining walls, water catchment and
irrigation systems, drainage, change of soils and infrastructure to facilitate access. These
sophisticated systems remain to this day.

In the city of Arequipa, the most important terraces systems are those of Chilina, Yumina

and Sabandía; those of Paucarpata, also the terraces of Tiabaya, Sachaca, Socabaya,
Cayma and streams such as Los Tucos and Tocrahuasi. Figure 2 shows the sectors we
have analysed.

On December 2, 2000, the Historic Centre of the city of Arequipa was declared World
Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO in merit of its architectural beauty and the
landscape reserve of the countryside. By including the countryside, tribute was paid to the

landscapes with terraces, especially the Chilina countryside that is located on the edge of
the historic centre of the city. Water resources are originated from the river Chili.

Yumina
Yumina for a long time was the most important town in the area due to its elaborate
platforms and the presence of a ceremonial complex linked to the cult of the Misti
volcano (Cardona, 2002). At the time of the Cusco expansion, the Inka sent mitimaes or

displacement of groups of related families to new locations with the intention of pacifying
or colonizing the expansion areas ( Julien, 2002). This is how the presence of orejones

or experts who promoted agriculture and brought innovative technologies such as more

sophisticated terraces are mentioned, with the incorporation of siphons to transfer water
from the slopes of the Pichu. The same author recalls that the experts or orejones were only
sent to places with strategic or ceremonial importance.
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Figure 3. Andenes from Yumina, with maize crops (photo by Mario E Tapia).

Figure 4. Aerial view of Yumina and Sabandía (Image source: Google Earth. Prepared by Jorge Novo).
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Until today, the water springs, called eyes of water, among them that of Yumina Lourdes, El

Milagro and El Bautista, supplied by the snow of Pichu, contribute to the supply of water
for the terraces and human consumption.

Figure 3 shows the Yumina terraces and Figure 4 shows its spatial distribution and its
sinuous shapes in symmetry with the contour lines, as is usual in these technologies, in

order to graduate the energy of surface waters and distribute it by gravity. At the same
time infiltration that feeds soils and aquifers is favoured.

Sabandía
Sabandía is considered to be an example of a typical dairy farm and resting place for
muleteers (Galdós, 1993). It was supplied with several water springs that allowed the
construction of a vast set of terraces, as well as several wheat mills, which was a very

important crop in colonial times. However, the use and shifts of these springs led to
constant confrontations between the residents of Sabandía, Yumina and Characato
(Bedregal, Martínez, 2008).

Sabandía has been recognised as a town famous for the gastronomic quality of shrimps

that were caught in the nearby river and for the medicinal properties of its waters (Barriga,
1941). For a long time, it was an important spa for the families of Arequipa, due to the
presence of its natural baths.

Figure 5 shows the terraced landscapes near Sabandía.
The water used to irrigate the Yumina and Sabandía terraces was taken from springs: the

ojo de Yumina (eye of Yumina) for the first, and the ojo del milagro (eye of the Miracle) that

also supplies the Sabandía sector. These are waters with underground circulation origin
and a certain quality. This is why they are demanded for urban use to the detriment of the
irrigation needs of the terraces, and this causes a conflict.

Figure 6 shows a representation of the irrigation system detected by satellite images in

these sectors. They form a complex distribution system made up of acequias madre or
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Figure 5. Terraces located between Paucarpata and Sabandía (photo by Mario E Tapia).

Figure 6. Aerial view, Paucarpata terraces, Arequipa (Image source: Google Earth. Prepared by Jorge
Novo).
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main ditches, from which different acequias secundarias or secondary ditches, ramales and
superficial conduits that lead the water to each terrace emerge.

As can be seen, none of them is born in a riverbed except for a small sector. On the
north of Yumina, left margin of the Figure 6, we can see the beginning of the canal that

gives water to Paucarparta terraces, this one, led from a river through a azud, Champa or
diversion dam.

Paucarpata
It exhibits one of the most attractive and well preserved platform systems in the Arequipa

countryside. In Figure 7 you can see the two prevalent systems of land adaptation: the
terraces or leg in the flat parts and the platforms on the nearby slopes. It is presumed that

Paucarpata has its name from Paucar, who was the owner chief and for pata which is a
Quechua word and means plain.

Figure 7. Aerial view, Paucarpata terraces, Arequipa (Image source: Google Earth. Prepared by Jorge
Novo).
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Figure 8. Toqrahuasi terraces, cultivated with maize (photo by Mario E Tapia).

The Chilina countryside
Tocrahuasi
It is part of a ravine near the Chilina valley and belongs to the Cayma district, with
terraces dedicated to the cultivation of corn, alfalfa, and vegetables (Figure 8). Between

the terraces runs the old muleteer path used by the inhabitants of the Colca valley who
travelled to Arequipa.

Quebrada de los Tucos
The Quebrada de los Tucos is located in the Cerro Colorado district, on the road from the
Cayma district to the airport. It has small plots of individual property, dedicated mainly
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to the production of alfalfa, for grazing sheep (Figure 9), as well as feeding guinea pigs.

Somewhat further away from the city of Arequipa, there are new irrigations in previously
desert lands, such as those of the Cural where blocks of ashlar (material for accumulating

volcanic residues) are being used in the construction of the terrace’s walls. They are less

than 80 years old, and they intensively produce cash crops of onions and garlic, as well as

Figure 9. Terraces “Los Tucos”, Arequipa (photo by Mario E Tapia).

alfalfa for intensive dairy cattle farming.

Agricultural production and agrobiodiversity
There is a close link between the terraces, agrobiodiversity, and food security (Salas, 2015)
that is reflected in the crops under the terraces system. In the landscaped countryside

around Arequipa there are approximately 900 hectares under the terraces system. Water

sources from the Chachani and Pichu volcanoes are used to cultivate the terraces, which
also supply water to the city of Arequipa and its districts.

A variety of corn and cucurbits, vegetables and alfalfa are grown and sold in markets.
Corn of the chullpi variety and the well known Cayma corn consumed as immature grain,
predominate Choclo. The lacayote (cucurbit) associate to cornfields is appreciated, as well

as the famous Yumina squash (Figure 10). However, in recent years there has been a
change in the production of crops on the terraces, varying to large areas with alfalfa for
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Figure 10. Maize cultivars from Cayma terraces (photo by Mario E Tapia).

forage and the cultivation of cabbage, lettuce and different flowers. The diversity of food
crops in general has been reduced by the growing demand for alfalfa to feed dairy cattle
and guinea pigs and by the change from traditional corn to corn for fodder use.

Traditionally, the platforms are surrounded by natural plant species, shrubs, and trees, such

as willow. At the edge of the irrigation canals, you will find nasturtium (Tropaeolum sp.),
the typical plant of Arequipa that boasts a cheerful orange flower.

At present these areas have been declared as intangible, due to the danger of being converted

into urbanization areas, also due to the change in the use of the water that irrigates them

(Benavides, 2004), which is happening in the areas of Sabandía, Sachaca and Paucarpata.
In general, it threatens the disappearance of the beautiful Arequipa countryside from the
plains due to the urbanization process that has occurred in the last 40 years.
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The producers
The Culture of Loncco (traditional mestizo families dedicated to agriculture) keeps food and

technological traditions and relation with the utilization and maintenance of the terraces.
Following the proposal of Love (2005), in which rural and cultural identity is based on
the place and its landscape, the relationship between the terraces and their owners, the

lonccos, is highlighted. To begin with, it should be clarified that the term loncco is applied to
farmers and field workers in the surroundings of Arequipa and that it refers to the mestizo

character of the inhabitants of the Arequipa countryside (Lombardi, 2008). However,
loncco had its approach to the urban area and its presence is noticeable both in the food

markets, as well as in the food traditions, expressed in the stews prepared in the so-called

picanterías or traditional food restaurants, where the protagonists are the rocoto and the

chilli pepper. They even have a loncco or local dialect, with their own vocabulary that is a
fusion of an old Spanish Castellano with their own terms and mixed with some words
of Quechua origin. Likewise, musical artistic expressions are part of their culture, such as
the yaravíes and the loncco poetry cultivated in the picanterías. The fondness for breeding
fighting bulls is omnipresent in traditional families; they are accompanied by their own
ritual and respect for the bull, unlike the bloody practices in bullfights.

The proposal for a tourist circuit called La Ruta del Loncco (Figure 11) (Bedregal, Martinez,
2008), is identified with the presence of terraces as a visible example of a millenary and
living culture. The circuit begins on the edge of the city of Arequipa and has as its axis in
the towns that go from Sabandía to Polobaya, passing through Characato, Yarabamba and

Quequeña, extending to Chiguata to finally finish at the famous Sanctuary of the Virgen
de Chapi. Throughout the tour you can see the terrace systems whose origin responds to
the activity of the different Andean ethnic groups that once settled.

Along the route of this circuit, you can see the famous pre-Hispanic terraces of Churajón,
the most extensive terraced area but far from the city, that are currently abandoned due

to the lack of water for irrigation, in the direction of the Pichu snowfall. The need for the

rescue of Churajón is ratified as the important archaeological centre of southern Peru,
whose influence covers most of the current province of Arequipa (Cardona, 2002).
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Figure 11. The Loncco Circuit, from Sabandía to Polobaya (Source: Bedregal and Martinez, 2008).

4. DISCUSSION
Social aspects
Currently the terraces are privately owned by small farmers organized as irrigation

committees for the use of water. Always, and with greater pressure today, the shifts of water

use are reasons for conflict. A shift can be given as a privilege each week, usually every

10 to 14 days. The pressure and scarcity on the water have their origin in the increasingly
invasive presence of human settlements in the surroundings that require the vital liquid.

Products and marketing aspects

In addition, farmers face problems in the marketing of their products, both due to food
competition from other regions, as well as international food imports.

A recent and special interest has developed as a result of the district organization of

Sunday fairs where local organic products are offered and where you can buy different
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types of corn, cucurbits such as lacayote (Cucurbita ficifolia), caigua (Cyclanthera pedata),
squash, a variety of vegetables and aromatic and medicinal herbs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The terraces in the Arequipa countryside are preserved thanks to the dedication of

traditional farmers and the municipal declaration as intangible areas in the face of urban

expansion. However, some areas are already in processes of land use change, which affects
their permanence.

The next issue is the conflict over the use of water from the rivers and or from springs,

which are the source of irrigation for the terraces, now increasingly derived for urban use,
affecting the continuity in the agricultural production of the platforms. One case is that

the Yumina terraces, which depend on spring water, are being reduced due to the scarcity
of water resources.

Urban expansion has caused many of these canals to be blocked or destroyed, with the
consequent loss of the spaces they used to irrigate. Just as when a vein is cut that limb
dries up.

With regard to the study and interpretation of terraced landscapes and also of the

traditional irrigation systems associated with them, satellite images are very useful, which,
although they require work on the ground, have great applications when carrying out
an approximation analysis even being able to carry out the system cartography, with the

possibility of geopositioning the elements of interest of the system (terraces, reservoir
ditches, etc.) in thematic maps, observing all this within the threedimensional visual
landscape that these technologies offer us.

Finally the conclusion is that the permanence of the terraces depends on the degree of

official valorisation that is given to these traditional systems recognising their importance

for soil conservation, food production, as well as the quality of life of their producers
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and the conservation of the landscape, being the responsibility not only of the current

municipal and regional governments, but also of the Ministry of Culture, since the

platform systems in the city and province of Arequipa have been declared as Cultural
Heritage of the Nation.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines a temporal terraced landscape area, in order to acknowledge its
potential, and above all, its historical validity. For, when focusing on production generated
on terraces, this in itself generates a particular kind of discourse prioritizing 'being' (e.g.,
drystone constructed objects, quantitative products) over 'becoming' (i.e., involving a
process). It also privileges what is distinct (diverse material outcomes) over what is shared
(similar technics) (Catapoti-Relaki, 2016). These dialectical concerns are faced primarily
by Cypriot architects, planners, but also farmers working with historic terraced landscapes.
Yet, while being exclusively densely parcellated privately owned land, the wider landscape
is perceived as open, quasi-public space and as of 2018, intangible heritage.
Scant writings about contemporary architecture on terraced landscapes (Peter Zumthor's
zinc museum deferring to the Swiss mountain setting perhaps comes to mind), means
that in order to observe a wider landscape ensemble, investigative tools must be borrowed
from relevant sciences, particularly archaeology. These might help to untangle contesting
dialectic dynamics in order to envision new, convivial compatible spatiality. In other words,
introducing the notion of technics as 'poesis' (Heidegger, 1977), as a way of thinking, being
in, and engaging with the world.
Agencies which contest, converge and dialectically antagonise each other, affect our scantily
documented understanding by which the qualities of such landscapes have evolved. By
observing the very shaping of history as evolutionary, by understanding the scale
accommodating convivial use, re-use and abandonment, perhaps we could think of new '(r)
evolutionary' interpretations (Catapoti-Relaki, 2016); ones that attune to safeguarding the
future of the terraced landscapes by prioritizing their 'becoming' over their 'being'.
KEYWORDS
drystone terraces, conviviality, synergies, ensembles.
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‘To yield a space whose meaning lies not in the natural elements that compose it but in their
extensions and correlations inside us to our farthest limits’ 1

1. INTRODUCTION
The topography of Salamiou
Salamiou is located in the south-western district of Paphos in Cyprus, 37 km east of

Paphos town. The village nestles on the south west at an altitude of 680 m. above sea level,
below the Troodos mountain range (1900 m). It appears on its own hilly perch, whose
sides are hatched by many seasonal torrential rivers and streams, and it overlooks two

river valleys on its east and west. Farmed terraces are situated on higher slopes, with lands

extending into the flat alluvial plains towards both rivers which traverse the lowlands
below. The lands of Salamiou encompass about 38 hectares of cultivated or abandoned
terraces, interspersed on small private holdings (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Abandoned terraces north of Salamiou (photo by Sevina Floridou).
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The open topography on all sides of the hilltop settlement gives the village an appearance

almost like an island within an island. To the west is the Xeros, a torrential river with a
plethora of medieval heritage. To the east, the vine terraces slope towards the Diarizos river

and the medieval stone bridge of Chelefos, linking Salamiou to an ancient road network
with the central part of the island, and particularly with the 19th c. colonial harbour in
Limassol town from where all exports were made when the harbour was established.

Thoughts on diversifying
Looking for resilient traces surviving in a pre-colonial landscape dominated by colonial

development (considering both British and Ottoman phases as loosely 'colonial', from the

16th to mid 20th c.), could provide contemporary ideas for ways to curate today's largely

abandoned terraces in the overlooked wider lower mountain landscape, by introducing
new specialised activities. Encouraging the growing of specialised species is one such idea
(Gennadios, 1896, II, 20-37), where maximum quota may not always necessarily be a

possibility, particularly for vines given the narrow terraced historic terrain. Or, where the

practice of re-parceling is detrimental to historic tracings. Stewarding the environment
is another possibility, with interacting educational workshops, health benefits, leisure

and sports. All of these however need to address preserving the landscape in a way that
transforms the way we use it.

2. APPROACHES
Methodology
Terraced landscape evolution in the locality of Salamiou village, the third largest arable

landholding of the Paphos district, will be examined through selected historical sources

and mappings. Linking these on a timeline establishes the historic significance of the
anthropogenic landscape, resiliently shaped for almost 7000 years through uninterrupted

convivial farming history (Given, 2018, 74). Conviviality can define possibilities for

regenerating the terraced landscapes, in keeping with their scale, limitations of topography,
and by considering their original purpose. Yet merely by looking at the quintessential

qualities of terraced landscapes, it is almost impossible to date them, and very little has
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been written about the island's lower mountainous hinterland. By examining landscape

reconfigurations in situ and linking these to available sources, interesting narratives

emerge that 'thicken' our understanding about extant terraces or their surviving traces.
By recognising the historic significance of particular terraced landscapes as providers of

uninterrupted subsistence through a bottom-up approach rather than monumentalising

them, possibilities emerge that may offer meaning and sustenance both for preserving
their agrarian significance but also their continuity - as regenerated farmland, aptly
enriching contemporary experiences with alternative reconfigurations; through

stewardship, curating, or even rewilding. In an ever-changing dynamic of human/

nonhuman relationships, interactions, and interdependencies, a layered approach of
recognising and linking different categories of intervention can further valorise terraced
landscapes as historic artefacts of a 'living, open-air, ecological, historical museum'. One
dealing not only with human history but also, its natural history. Given the building boom

of the island where the dichotomy of 'land' value is built into governance to exclude any
validation of 'landscape', such an understanding is vital, particularly when it challenges the
human vs nature dichotomy (Harrison, 2015).

A variety of activities undertaken by a family living in a terraced landscape community will

next be examined, by observing their commitment and investment into their own topos.
Rooted in rural traditions of their forefathers, but with a will for innovative engaging with

the terraced landscape, they are expanding their vision to include possible alternative uses.
These include not only farming but working with preservation, reviving stone building
techniques and investing in valorization programmes that are promoted by multiple
government agencies: historic building reconstruction, agro-tourism, terraced landscapes

conservation, viticulture and wine production. The family find themselves however on

a crucial crossroad; of where they are to take production, and the fate of the landscape
around them, in order to stay solvent.

A third axis will crunch some numbers concerning wine production promotion,
particularly on terraced areas, compared to other agrarian production. Comparing wine
and agrarian produce as gross domestic products, the cost of investment affecting the
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landscape compared to returns examines whether large scale viticulture is viable in the
long term, or what its consequences might be, both short- and long-term.

Sources
The Ottoman tax inventory of 1572 (Hadjikyriakou, 2018) provides information on taxed
produce, giving us an idea of surplus productivity at the end of Venetian rule, documented

at the onset of Ottoman governance. This will be examined in some detail revealing
social aspects around taxed production, while a very general comparison will be made with
another low-lying village, Potamia and its abandoned hamlet Ayios Sozomenos, located

in the Messaoria plain, known as the 'breadbasket' of the island. Purely as a contrast of
topography to Salamiou's hilly terrain, but also as a comparative base-line, both terrains

appear different, but culturally, these villages bear similarities that governed their fates
throughout history. Both villages are bordered by rivers and watered by numerous springs

and constructed water courses; they are known to have been settled from at least 6000 BC

from nearby remains of archaic settlements; they have been uninterruptedly farmed since

antiquity, with possible links to the Roman road network crossing between Famagusta to
the east and Paphos to the west; they were important feudal estates during French and

Venetian rule during the 12th to the 16th c., producing cash crops for the colonizers.
These villages became prominent producers during Ottoman times, linked to the transport
network termed 'kamilostrata', used by camel caravans. (Bekker-Nielsen, 2004, 205-206).

Figure 2. Horatio Kitchener Triangulation Survey, (Kitchener, 1885) depicting Salamiou between two
rivers, the Diarizos east and Xeros, west. (North faces top of page, map excerpt not to scale).
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A next attempt compares the 1572 tax data relating to Salamiou with the landscape in
situ, and contrasts it to four British colonial sources that allow us an understanding of the
area's development, after Cyprus became a British colony in 1878.

The first colonial source, Herbert Horatio Kitchener's 1882 Triangulation Survey of the

island (Figure 2), locates terraces mainly to the west of Salamiou around Aeton Moutti hill,
facing the Xeros river valley. This landscape mapping can be interpreted as the Ottoman
precedent at its end of rule, documented a mere four years after British acquisition.

A second source, Panayiotis Gennadios's Agriculture Report (1896), discusses agrarian

reforms submitted to the early colonial establishment. Gennadios, who had been educated

in Geneva, and Illinois from 1870 to 1874, was invited to head the Department of

Agriculture on the island, by the far-seeing colonial Governor, Walter Sendall. Gennadios
devoted his time to understanding and augmenting local agricultural practice; he is

known to have designed the ubiquitous metal plough, now on display in many rural

museums; he was said to have been well liked by the farmers to whom he disseminated
new crop varieties, tree planting and farming methods, including proposals for alleviating

irrigation problems. He possibly also facilitated the introduction of a metal Noria wheel
drum for such 'alakati' type irrigation wells which, by 1919, began displacing the wooden
prototypes (Bevan, 1919,7).

The third source, W. Bevan's 1919 Agriculture Report, presents intensified imports of
new cash crop varieties of fruit and vegetables that swiftly displace former local varieties
at one stroke.

The 1922 colonial cadastrals, a fourth source, depict how terraced landscapes were
expanded in the service of colonial administration. Their broader parcellation appears in

stark contrast, with their monoculturally defined pattern of land boundaries, to formerly

intricately narrow landholdings. These British colonial sources, set against the Ottoman

tax census, provide a timeline-tool for understanding development in any rural area,
dating from late Ottoman times to the end of colonial rule in 1960.
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3. A BRIEF HISTORY OF SALAMIOU AND DATING OF ITS TERRACES
Seeped in over 7000 years of farming history, many ancient settlements have been located
in the adjacent area (Goodwin, 1976, 556). A newly uncovered terraced Neolithic hunter-

gatherer site, north of Salamiou (Efstratiou, 2012), suggests that such new evidence, in
the secluded upland area of Troodos with respect to archaeological sites in lowland and

coastal areas, “...challenges the prevailing notion of the Cypriot mountainous hinterland
[as] being a culturally marginal area" (Department of Antiquities, 2019). Salamiou also

traces its roots to the synonymic ancient Greek town of Salamis located on the opposite
east end of the island. Biblical references through local oral legend, ascribe thousand-yearold self-seeded olive trees that are located along terraced banks in the western foothills, as

Apostolikes (Apostolic trees). Improbable as this may seem, locals believe that these trees
descend from the time when Apostles Paul and Barnabas were said to have walked from

Salamis to Paphos, eating olives along the way and spitting out the stones. Bevan (1919,
38) also describes locals calling 'Apostoliki' both self-seeding carob and olive trees. In the

13-16th century, Salamiou had also been a feudal estate of a Greek Orthodox monastery.
The 16th c. Panayia tou Sindi monastery complex, on the western banks of the Xeros river

below the village, imposes on the stark landscape with its architecture reaching unique
Cypriot-Gothic craftsmanship (Enlart, 1899). Pre-industrial historic remnants such as

water mills, aqueducts and other irrigation ruins belonging to the monastery define the

low-lying landscape. They describe a prominent ecclesiastical feudal holding adjacent to
a village of Francomati (peasants who were free of feudal bondage but who hired their
labour).

Salamiou's population a century ago was 60 families while in the 1572 Ottoman tax

census (Hadjikyriakou, 2018), the village population counted 100 Francomati, 93 male

taxpayers, 10 bachelors, and 83 widows' households, all Christians. Tax was imposed on

wheat and barley, (2,940 akçes2 , also known as aspers, weighing 90% silver). It appears
that hilly 'Salamiyu' (with 43% of its households composed of women and children, to
16% of the low-lying villages of 'Potamya-Ayia Sozomeno') produced nearly double the
grain in 1572 than the latter low-lying villages (taxed a total of 1,634 akçes).
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Perhaps at the turn of Ottoman capture, the plains would have been devastated from the
war against Venice, also possibly accounting for the many widows in the upland villages, if
the men had been conscripted to the Venetian army. The war would also have impoverished

the low-lying villages which were also known to have been rife with malaria; but it could
not have been much easier on the hilly hinterland.

Smaller taxes were levied for lentils, broad beans, bee hives, sheep, pigs (probably free
range) and flax, which would have been grown in the fertile alluvial fields beside the

Xeros river. Cotton was taxed at 3 kantars (about 135 kg) and 900 akçes in 'Salamyu',
also surpassing the 600 akçes of lowland 'Potamya'. The contribution to production by
widowed households acquires a more visual understanding when observed against more

recent memories; oral records from Potamia recall cotton picking in the first half of the
20th c., as the predominant labour of women and children, picking behind their mothers
in the fields 3.

Salamiou excels on the 1572 records, in the production of officially noted 'grape juice'
taxed at 3,160 akçes (assuming that 'grape-juice' is a euphemism for 'wine', which would
not have been formally acknowledged).

While terraces were known to antiquity, and mention is made of large exports of wine
during crusader centuries (Hill, 2010), most probably grown on pre-Ottoman era

medieval terraces, these appear as mere narrow traces, or strips for hand cultivation along
steep slopes accessed only by narrow pathways. A third wave of Ottoman terracing must
have occurred from the 16th to mid 19th c, particularly when the great blight of the mid

19th c. destroyed French vineyards by phylloxera (Gennadios, 1896, p. 4-5). Aeton Moutti

terraces in Salamiou probably belong to this time. Despite fertile lowlands being favoured
for production during later Ottoman times, attested to by numerous church properties

and chiftliks (rural holdings), mountain terraces would become a new source of taxation,
but would have been initially exempt, in order to encourage their swift construction.
However, Ottoman era terraces are mentioned as being created quickly and with not
enough stability (Gennadios, 1896, 5).
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The third phase of terracing followed British colonial administration after 1878. Presumably
these were constructed to a better standard and greater width, allowing plowing by oxen

(Bevan 1919, 8). Gennadios (1896, 4) was against intensive vine growing on the island.
Bevan (1919, 4, 27) repeats Gennadios’s opinion, that ‘cultivation of the vine in Cyprus
[is] indisputably unprofitable’, yet in subsequent decades, colonial authorities intensified

vine plantations. One witnesses in Bevan barely a passing interest of what local farmers
planted before. Were farmers concerned about substituting new varieties, for example

ones that needed more water (e.g., ‘wet’ cotton) to their older ‘dry’ varieties which did not
need irrigation? What about directing farmers’ time and funding to producing cash-crops
instead of fodder and food for local consumption? Oral accounts from terraced areas
even today echo tensions between local and imported varieties of wheat, differentiated as

‘Sitari to topou’, (local corn, favoured for its flavour in baked bread) to bread made with

imported grains. And what of the as yet extant cultivation on the island, of woad blue dye

from Isatis tinctoria, documented in detail (Gennadios 1896, II, p. 22-25)? Its production

had become obsolete 23 years later when indigo, supported by colonial authorities in
Egypt, had established itself on the international market. Or yet, Bevan’s note that in

markets of the time, there was a distinguished flavour to cheeses and butter made of the
milk of flocks grazing freely, enhanced by the wild herbage that grows along naturally

irrigated terraces. (Today such cheeses are niche-products, sometimes encountered but
never encouraged). We only have Bevan’s account for what he terms ‘local reluctance’ to
the introduction of new species, which may possibly also have inadvertently become hosts
for all kinds of diseases and pests on newly introduced varieties (Bevan 1919, p. 23-27).

In 1922 cadastral mappings, Salamiou's emergent colonially subsidized terraces can be

seen extending along private plots to the north and the Diarizos river valley east and
south-east. In stark contrast to both these and the larger church holdings, remnant private

medieval narrow terrace strips on the cadastrals speak of small amounts of produce, but

probably a large variety, indicating domestic self-sufficiency for these owners. Newer

private terraces encouraged by colonial authorities in under half a century, appear broader
and more uniformly laid out, along wider contours. Their expansion appears to engulf

former narrow landholdings. Systematic mappings and colonial records of the late 19th to
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early 20th c., indicate increased cash crop production with the aim of promoting exports

and revenue, largely to pay off colonial acquisition debt, but also to supply the growing

number of British troops and staff located in Egypt, primarily at Alexandria (Bevan, 1919,
27, 32, 37), 360 km south of Cyprus. Colonial wine production and export is a vast topic
in itself, and will not be examined further.

Conceptual historic layering helps us to understand a landscape's intimate scale, as 'topos

oikeios' according to Theophrastus, which modern ecologists might term a niche locality
(Hughes, 1985). Niche localities reveal resilient complexities and 'convivial' development
beside natural uncultivated territory.

A bottom-up approach can prioritize small

scale terrace activities when such references are extracted from dismissive fragmentary
observations made in passing, in historic sources. On site, overlooked medieval pre-

colonial terraces are observed in narrow abandoned tracings etched on steep slopes, which
have today been overrun with wild vegetation. Often, although known to have provided

livelihoods well into the 20th c., they are engulfed by more recently abandoned wider
terraces of the colonial 19th to mid 20th c. This makes identification of development and
recession tricky.

Pre-colonial or earlier historic terracing that has survived into the 20th c. has thus far
been largely ignored, particularly also by British colonial authorities for whom production

prejudiced increased productivity for export. All too often today's enterprising visions

of constructing large scale intensive vineyards, can in one way be seen to succumb to

interpretations of colonial narratives that denigrate 'lesser' (yielding) varieties, and their

narrow steep terraces, dismissed to a 'spent past' just as the colonial authorities had done.
Privileging industrial-scale monocultural development through contemporary investment

projects, replicates colonial production intentions, ensuing in irreversible consequences.
These disfigure convivial terraced landscapes, before even examining how this plethora
of small intrinsic holdings fed and sustained livelihoods of local communities. Such

reconfigured landscapes are alarmingly becoming more visible. Yet recorded product surplus

surprises us when we read that Cyprus assisted in feeding neighboring crusader states in
the Levant throughout the 12th and 13th centuries, supplying them with food-parcels
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and grain (Runciman, 1952 Vol. II). Stressing also that Ottoman taxation as described

above was on surplus production, including cotton, wine, silk, leather (Hadjikyriakou,
2018), but also perfumes.

4. SALAMIOU'S TERRACES IN POST BRITISH COLONIAL TO RECENT
HISTORY
By 1960 Salamiou's population numbered 810 (Goodwin, 1976). Prior to the 1964
intercommunal conflict, Salamiou acquired certain urban features such as the area's only

open-air cinema, constructed in 1963, on broader terraced land skirting the settlement’s
edge. The cinema, an evolved social and spatial novelty, barely screened twice before it

was closed, after intercommunal killings ensued between Greek and Turkish Cypriots of
surrounding villages. The cinema owner's son recalls his father going bankrupt, unable to
repay his loans - replicating fates of the time of farmers in the area, when mass emigrations

followed the conflict. But while farming continued out of necessity, the cinema remained
abandoned for 39 years, its role as emergent social space a vanished luxury.

During the early 1990ties, when island investment prioritized coastal tourism, the

Panayiotou brothers moved inland to establish their building company 'Amfiaraos',
specializing in historic stone building restoration, and (re)construction of drystone terraced

walls. They also revived their inherited terraced vineyards at Lakria locality, south-east of

Salamiou, by upgrading cultivation of older vines. While adhering to the traditional cycle

of viticulture supplemented by stone-building in off seasons, they also established Lagria,
their state-of-the-art family winery in 1991. Since then, more extended family but also a

wider circle from the community have also become involved in these activities. However,
enterprises have not only focused on profit, but also on expanding services within their
community; for example, by providing a senior care-at-home service, through matching
community investment to meet government sponsorship.

By restoring traditional cottages, the family have also branched into renting for agrotourism. They operate a cafe-restaurant in sensitively restored historic buildings, providing
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space for workshops and events. In 2016, the wife of one of the brothers, founded 'Terract'

(a composite of 'Terraced Landscape- Active Participation-Interaction'). In 2019, Terract

hosted an educational drystone terrace workshop (Lambis, 2021), while further activities

include nature trail walks, historic tours of the wider area, even scenic wedding planning.
Village revitalisation activities have also encouraged the cinema owners to repair the
historic carbon-rod cinema projector and 'Animafest', an open-air summer animation

festival is annually hosted, drawing a specialised crowd to the village. Music events in the

restored courtyard of Sindi monastery also attract seasonal culture and tourism to the area
(Petropoulou, 2017).

The challenges this family faces, concerning historic preservation restoration actions,
viticulture and terrace maintenance, running the winery and hospitality services for

agro-tourism, reveal their collective vision as well as their pragmatic approach. They avail
themselves of government programs to promote, sustain and develop rural agriculture
and tourism. For the past 30 years, the Panayiotou family have been developing their own

grass-roots initiative, as stewards and keepers of their area, aiming for balance between
past and present.

However how all of the above is held together and made financially viable requires a
new conceptual territorial master plan for the rural hinterland, on a national level. It
has become vital to co-ordinate often conflicting aspirations of government incentives

dispersed among various ministries, by clearly defining how rural historic terraced

landscape areas should be maintained, preserved for the future, and used in the present.
With subsidies ranging in scale, lower-end terrace preservation subsidies clash in intent

with larger scaled ones encouraging viticulture or solar panel installations on large-scale
levelled terrains (Figure 3). Some of the decisions of the Panayiotou family and their

community come at odds because of such funding discrepancies. Making their own

conclusions as to what works best as they go along, long-term preservation is not always
apparent to other community members who may appear distrustful when unable to see a
wider picture. In certain respects, government support (including the Deputy Ministry of
Tourism as well as universities), should be doing more to assist.
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Figure 3. Department of Lands and Surveys aerial image (Cyprus Water Department, 2019). Salamiou
is inscribed inside the larger orange square (left), surrounded by historic terraces. Newly
subsidized large-scale terrain levelling to the east, erases the historic landscape (north faces top
of page).

Figure 4. Terracing in Laghoudera, Limassol district. The forest is slowly encroaching onto the terraces
(see left and around) with visible onset of collapse on the terraces still in use (center) (photo by
Sevina Floridou).
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Even though Cyprus terraced landscapes have been inscribed in UNESCO's Representative

list for Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity since 2019, (Theodosiou-Pitta, 2019),
conservation has barely begun, with terraces island-wide revealing degrees of collapse that
is largely left unrepaired (Figure 4).

An urgent involved debate is needed, envisaging how such landscapes, beyond partial

monumentalizing of selected parts, will safeguard that transformations on how they are
used, taking care that any vision of their conservation and restoration does not in fact
irreversibly convert them into something they never were.

Starting from the premise, that the historic scale and traces of human intervention that

informs the landscape terrain of the distant past have so far been overlooked, they need

to become a part of our understanding (through documentation, research, publications,

Lidar mappings, quantifications and meaningful insertion into current economic debate).
Initiative has already begun, (Symons, 2011) and some terrace rehabilitation workshops
are held by the Cyprus Institute 4. However, long-term regeneration needs an orchestrated

effort to restore what remains and re purpose it for not only specialised production, but
also education, leisure, health, knowledge, even art. A second bundle of questions will have
to be addressed as to what will this new perception of terraced landscape look like? How
will these new convivial relationships work?

5. CONTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURE AND WINE PRODUCTION TO
THE GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
Next, by looking at the landscape through quantifiable economic rationales, we can
compare to what extent the benefits returned are, of subsidies favouring landscape use for

intensive monocultural viticulture, compared to long-term benefits of alternative convivial

development. But proof of dangerous precedents from former short-term business models

needs to be factored into large scale entrepreneurship. Equally, when balancing against a
convivial rationale, the latter should not be assessed in isolation, on production quotas
alone, but augmented with accumulated potential benefits of additional heritage funding
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incentives, health and leisure investment but also diversification of special products.
In 1919, the land on the island 'susceptible of cultivation' was 320,000 acres (129,499.406

Ha) for a population of 275,000 inhabitants (Bevan, 1919, 4-20). The distribution of vine
growing areas was concentrated in four localities around Troodos mountain summit, and

along the lower eastern chalk hills. Cereals dominated all lowland farming. There are

no statistics for cheese in 1919, although today the lower mountain slopes concentrate
village production of the ubiquitous Halloumi for local markets, while urban commercial
production grosses 4.7% of export revenue 5.

From the top ten list of Cypriot exports for 2018, vegetables are the last, with a $52.6

million value, (€ 43.2 m) or 1.1% of exports. Eurostat6 cites Cypriot wine exports at € 2.57
m while imports of wine are 10 times more (€ 25.6 m). Therefore, it is clear that whatever

the effort and expense, intensive wine production through mechanically flattened terraces
can only be considered a marginal product of negative value both to the landscape and
concerning investment return, to the negative tune of € -23m.

Species of most common vine varieties
Bevan (1919, 29) mentions 17 varieties of local vines of which 'several were to be found only
in private gardens'. Four of these, colloquially termed Mavro, Opthalmo and Maratheftiko

(reds) and Ksinisteri ('aspro' or white), are over a century old and have persevered. Of the
seven imported varieties Bevan mentions, only Alicante is still extant 7.

Since 1960, Mavro and Ksinisteri covered about 75% of total plantations (Koundouras
2011). Since 1960 also, the Viticulture and Oenology Branch of the Department of

Agriculture was founded under the Production Branches Sector. Their aim is to contribute
as much as possible ‘to the achievement of the strategic objectives mainly of the wine

sector, as well as alcoholic beverages8 and to expand dynamics of diversity’. In the 1970ties,
various varieties were imported from European oenological providers. Unfortunately for

the time, the price-quality ratio of grapes was not differentiated and more productive

varieties of less quality such as Carignan Noir, Grenache Noir, Palomino were established.
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Figure 5. Apesha, Limassol district. A contemporary olive press, terraced with enormous machine-cut
stone blocks foreign to both landscape and historic precedent (photo by Sevina Floridou).

Figure 6. Stavros tou Ayiasmati, Nicosia district, abandoned drystone terraces used as a 9km nature trail
linking two medieval churches (photo by Sevina Floridou).
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For the last 25 years however, prices have been adjusted for grapes of better quality and
Cabernet, Shiraz, Merlot Noir, Chardonnay, Riesling, Sauvignon and Semillon have been
introduced 9.

The indigenous historic varieties have become firm favourites, because of their adjustment
to local microclimate conditions. But Ksinisteri, (colloquially also called 'Oksino' or

'sour') requires further development since alone, its aroma is considered bland and needs

enhancing. It is nevertheless a white wine which matures well, with many small wineries
refining it to excellent results.

The dark Mavro vine, from which the dessert wine Commanderia is made, (of Crusader
era fame), adjusts to all soil types but produces a neutral pale coloured wine, unsuitable

for ageing beyond 2 - 3 years. Despite this, at suitable conditions, Mavro can produce
wines that are evenly balanced, with a fuller body, color and nose. Ophtalmo or Voophtalmo

(Ox eye) is another red variety, mentioned in 1919 and found particularly in the Paphos
district, in scattered vineyards east of Salamiou. It subjects itself well to ageing with a very
satisfactory colour, a discerning somewhat strong aroma, and very low acidity.

Lagria winery has worked since 1980 with 'Aspro' and 'Mavro' varieties. Their philosophy

is to amass a stock of aged wines, selling only 20-30% while retaining 70-80% to build up
a reserve. Since 1990, they have been using Mavro for red wines and a naturally sweetened

sun-dried Commanderia (named Foinike), which can be drunk fresh. Both red and white

varieties are also used for Zivania, a clear raki spirit. In 2019, Lagria put 60,000 bottles,
aged from 2010-2011, on the market. Two years ago, a chance sale to China, absorbed
their 2006 matured wine.

Lagria uses Ksinisteri and Ophtalmo for rosé wine, with a 10% of Martheftiko grown on

their terraces, to enhance colour. They also produce white wine from black grapes, a recipe

inherited from their mother. Since 1990, Lagria and other local producers also work with
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Mataro, Palomino, Shiraz and Oilate; but for these

new varieties they are mechanically levelling subsidized large-scale terraces, in essence
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reconfiguring the landscape and wiping out former terraces.
Conviviality is demonstrated between vine varieties, soil type, terraces and human social
organisation, as expressed in human preferences for particularly flavours and aromas, while

a large number of traditional products are also made from grapes. Ophtalmo, Ksinisteri,
and Mavro are used for sweets and sold locally, but these wonderful products have not
received attention and some are increasingly difficult to find in cities: Palouze, a wobbly

grape jelly; Soutziouko, a jellied firm ‘sausage’ of grape juice laced with whole almonds;
Kiofteri, a hardened sweet grape-gum that is cut into energy bars; Epsima, a condensed
grape syrup used to sweeten jams, pastries (or muesli). All use no sugar additives, relying
on the grapes’ natural sweetness. Mavro is also traditionally used for raisins.

Problems associated with the cultivation of terraced vineyards;
strengths; weaknesses; threats
Many of the abandoned terraces we witness today crumbling in the rural landscape, are in

fact a remnant legacy of colonial capital investment. Their mapping and colonial recording
has itself privileged a 'monocultural' source of historic information. Knowledge of these
records has seeped into oral memories of elders, who can mostly recall only what already

exists in colonial archives. Contrastingly, some scant information is emerging, concerning
medieval fruit production (Weaver, 2006).

Interestingly, private daily food production is still practiced, particularly in the mountain
areas, where families supplement their diet with indigenous products by adhering to
surviving remnants of timeless practices.

The darkest, most precarious moment of the island's terrace history must have been during
1988-1998 when industrial coastal wineries monopolized the price of grapes, buying from

small landholders, but enforcing compulsory share quotas and rigid delivery timeslots.
This prompted small vine growers to intensify picking days before delivery, piling grapes
into lorries merely to be able to meet factory appointed deadlines. Quality inevitably
slumped, chemicals were added to kill mold, and the government, unable to decentralise
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the industry, uprooted vines through EU funding, to lessen production. This led to the

most intensified terrace abandonment in recent history, the consequences of which

reverberate in rural but also urban environments until today (in Limassol, demolitions of
historic buildings along roads widened for the passing grape-laden lorries have left their
indelible mark).

It is furthermore telling of top-down administrative conservation prioritizing, that of

the periods under French-Venetian rule (1191-1570), the only agrarian remnants to have

been designated primary category antiquities (owned and funded entirely by the state),
are sugar mills (even though sugar production lasted a mere 300 years (Given 2018).
Contrarily, water-powered flour mills, numbering in their hundreds, and located near
villages all over the island and particularly in lower terraced areas, utilise a similar smaller

horizontal turbine technology to that of sugar mills, but are designated second category

antiquities even though many belong to the same period. Some having ground grains,
for over 800 years and have only ceased functioning during the mid 1960ties. Corn mills

are mostly privately owned, and receive less than half the restoration costs in funding, but

require a complicated and expensive research procedure that owners must follow. This is
often far above their financial or expertise capabilities. Stringent rules apply, and mills
that successfully receive licenses are restored, but via tendering in the private (subjectively
specialised) sector. It is no small wonder that very few mills, numbering in the tens, have

been adequately conserved in the last half century; it is also not difficult to extrapolate that

time is running out. As recently designated UNESCO intangible heritage, terraces also
face similar problems to that of mills, but with even less funding.

Another political issue limiting research into the 450 year-long agrarian topography of
Ottoman times, is possibly because of the still unresolved conflict with Turkey. Research

thus tends to focus on preceding or subsequent colonizing agencies privileging their
activities, particularly when discussing British colonial production for which more written

sources exist. Contrastingly, we know almost nothing about terraced Turkish Cypriot

vineyards in the Troodos range. These were abandoned during 1974 population exchanges,
further limiting our access to the people and their intimate knowledge of their own history.
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Today government terrace subsidies come from the Agriculture Department (for
viticulture), and Urban Planning, (for terrace maintenance). However, Agricultural

Department funding is mostly used on mechanized terracing which is appearing on

an alarmingly unprecedented scale, disfiguring large swathes of denuded ground cover,
blighting the landscape. Oversized machine cut rocks also introduce disturbing-looking
terracing. The change in disfigured field scale is witnessed on aerial images of the

Department of Lands and Surveys (Figure 3) as well as on the ground (Figures 5 and 9).
Precarious approaches of maximising exploitation solely for profit include flattening

terrain to fertility diminishing depths and subsequently relying on fertilizer, on imported
varieties, on chemical spraying, even on chemically processed wines that can lessen required

maturity time. This questions how traditional boutique wineries are to be protected or

whether chemically dependent wines should be coined 'imitation wines' since they are
not currently distinguished on the market from wine that is produced by conventional

terraced farming procedures. Aggressive machine-aided terrain flattening is also favoured

by solar investment enterprises. This new threat has also destroyed huge swathers of

forest, and thousands of years of historic landscape, before anyone has had the chance
to propose economic rationales of regeneration based on heritage significance. In areas

such as the Karkotis valley, centuries of knowledge embedded within the landscape is
being erasing physically on church owned land, but also from mind and memory. The
automatic assumption that production growth is an end in itself unwittingly replicates
colonial indifference to the oikios topos.

While recent publications on terraces rush to document an impressive variety of vanishing

structures (Theodosiou-Pitta, 2019), their objectification as individual structures need to be

addressed within the larger engagement with the landscape itself. Instead of objectifying

the terrace structures as finite structures in the landscape, we need to safeguard them as
processes, composed of ensembles of different actions holding them together. These would
then be understood as possibly changing over time but in a sustainable manner. When

further observing the terraces as being a part of technical ensembles - a chaîne operatoire

emerges (Leroi-Gourhan, 1993), where varying structural techniques are at the same time
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both aesthetic gestures in the landscape and tools working in synergies (e.g., one of many

operational sequences could be how terracing retains rainwater and flow is slowed down,
providing sustenance for plantations in dry seasons, but how it also sustains a habitat of

wild vegetation, fungi, molds, flora and fauna, growing both on the stones, and in the
crevices.

These gestures cum tools, when organized in sequences offer a syntax which historic

landscape architecture needs to both codify in order to preserve terrace development,
and promote sustainability. Such a syntax may provide opportunities for reviving existing

operational series which have provided the landscape for centuries with stability and
flexibility, allowing perhaps, an insertion of new convivial syntax (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. On the more intimate level, rewilding occurs with clumps of endemic Orchid (photo by Sevina
Floridou).
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Figure 8. In places the drystone surface has become entirely concealed by rare lichen and moss raising
questions of the restoration process versus a curated decay (photo by Sevina Floridou).

6. CONCLUSIONS: FUTURE PROSPECTS AND FEASIBILITY
PROPOSALS
My involvement in the area arose through documentation assignments for the Historic

Preservation Department but also historic building restorations for private clients. This
coincided at the time Amfiaraos were setting up their building practice. An anthropological

interest in their activities inevitably ensued, but with the limitations imposed because of

the primary task of other historic preservation assignments. It is thus only over time
that an amassed amount of non-systematic field research revealed the need to observe

the wider picture and to envision a more holistic approach to mitigate effects of a

monocultural profit oriented end product and look instead, at the value of assemblage,
knowledge, landscape and process (Figure 9).

We are called to envisage the ‘existence’ of a ‘new’ way of being, arising out of mutually

reinforcing technical practices and material engagements that link the scale of individual
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Figure 9. A close-up view of newly prepared vine terrace using subsidized mechanised means below
Aeton Moutti hill, in contrast to traditional terracing seen in the background (photo by Sevina
Floridou).

decisions, to the larger scale of historical patterns. Stone terraces indicate the story of
production and function as a memory device, providing us with an itinerary of a process
through thousands of years of history. The particular agrarian landscape allows us to

experience a way of being and engaging with the mountainous hinterland through
different periods in the past. Given (2018, 88) argues that using conviviality as a conceptual
framework, enables us to understand processes of relations, balances, varying levels of
resilience, tension, precarious alliances, as interconnections across whole ecologies and

not just of environmental factors but also those particularly relevant to the impact of
particular practices.

How a convivial approach to curating terraced landscapes can become subjectively

meaningful to a wider audience while sustaining livelihoods is one of the challenges
facing Salamiou and other such communities. Whether these will succeed in bequeathing

to their offspring a historic landscape with a sustainable future that will benefit them and
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the wider island as a whole is not secure at this present moment in time. To succeed in
establishing a sustainable future not only in one community but in a network extending
throughout the country is an endeavour which needs planning and vision. Strategies are

required to redefine the significance of terraced landscape, to include soil, vegetation and

water. But the value of agrarian conservation toil must also be recognised. Stewarding
the environment through conservation practices in cases where historic terraces can still
be used, or where restoring abandoned terraces can preserve them as protection against

erosion needs to be quantified and budgeted into subsidized and financially viable
planning. But even stepping back cultivation and 'curating decay' with rewilding, requires
remuneration for the value of the work input required.

Controlled rewilding coupled with terrace conservation is not to be seen as a goal but a
process, while maintaining varieties such as olive trees and carobs, that would otherwise

vanish if they were not cared for. A carefully orchestrated balance of conserving terraces,
is required, to manage them through material conservation and studied rewilding, until
a time when they can be utilised for some form of specialised productivity. While the

forestry department curates and caters to conservation of large tracts of forest landscape,
(Figure 6), rural landscape also needs a similar institution of administrative care. Examples
from elsewhere have introduced traditional hay-making for organic animal feed, planting

wild varieties such as vetch for organic animal feed, adding reasons for accessibility to
drystone terraces and their conservation. Such actions justify and promote clearing of
paths that can be interwoven with the national trail of hiking and cycling for health, sport

and recreation. Equally, monocultural agriculture on terraces should eventually give way
to increased variety that the terraces were originally built for.

Hildyard (2019, 8) mentions Defra's (Department of Environment, Food and Rural

Affairs) in a post-referendum vision for British farming as a diversified public service,
where farmers will receive payments for stewarding the environment, for providing health

and wellbeing resources such as school trips, or social prescriptions. She assesses that the
idea is to protect livelihoods and food security by keeping farming going, but to (also) to
improve public health and the environment by transforming the way it works.
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Preserving terraced landscape in keeping to its scale, requires an understanding of the

inherent value of place as topos; its human traces, centered on empathic, materially-mediated

experiences of the everyday - particularly of joy, love and happiness, emotions which are
rarely encompassed or made visible through the frame of heritage (Ireland, 2017). Yet

concern with continuity effecting experience and emotion rather than representation, and
with the vibrant materiality of objects, flora and fauna in situ, rather than exhibiting them

through representative collections, links to a scholarly shift in interest, where possibly, the
shift might also be made from what terraced heritage might mean, to what it might do.

Endnotes
1 Elytis, ‘First Things First, Open Papers’), from the multi-lingual edition of the poetry and paintings of Odysseas
Elytis; an expression of his imagery edited in five languages, into his ideals of landscape and mental realm
and with the minimum and essential elements of life (Iliopoulou 2016, p. 75, 85). The volume in Spanish
translates as ‘El Mundo, El Pequeno El Grande’.
2 Sugar: (2018, 37) provides valuation of the Akçe as 120 akçes = 1 Venetian gold Ducat in 1684, but the value
fluctuated greatly, consistently becoming devalued.
3 This is a memory of my father, aged five, (in 1943) carrying a small calico bag into which he had to put the
cotton he collected, walking through the cotton field behind his mother.
4 https://www.cyi.ac.cy/index.php/cyi-events/7th-terrace-rehabilitation-workshop.html
5 http://www.worldstopexports.com/top-10-exports-from-cyprus/
6 https://in-cyprus.com/eurostat-cyprus-wine-exports-at-e2-57m-imports-at-e25-6m-in-2018/
7 For a full list of legally named vines see Government of Cyprus decree No. 4737, 6.12.2013, No. 424, ΚΔΠ
424/2013
8 http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/da/da.nsf/page14_en/page14_en?OpenDocument
9 https://www.checkincyprus.com/article/6685/krasi-poikilies-apo-ton-topo-mas
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ABSTRACT
Terraced cultural landscapes provide valuable information on the historical interaction
between societies and the environment that can help to ensure their survival. The
irruption of tourism and, more recently, globalization, have caused a process of
deterritorialization (loss of relationship with the history and memory of places) and
an undervaluation of spaces that are characterized by their heritage value and their
socio-ecological multifunctionality. This is the case of the terraces of Gran Canaria
(Canary Islands, Spain), which suffer the threat of abandonment. The aim of this
study is to carry out the first mapping of terraces on the island in order to analyse
the environmental and social factors that influence their spatial distribution. To carry
out this analysis, the database of a study titled “The Cartography of the Potential of
the Natural Environment of Gran Canaria” (Sánchez et al.,1995) was used to obtain
the layer of landscape units with terraces. To check its reliability, a cross-validation
was carried out, comparing the result obtained from this source (scale 1:18,000, from
orthophoto1987) with that derived from the photointerpretation of flight imagery
taken between 1951 and 1957 at 1:1,000 scale. For this, a hydrographic basin was used
as a pilot area, obtaining a significant level of coincidence of 87.4%. The main results
show that terraces cover around 38.8% of the island’s surface and that 55% of them are
covered with scrub as consequence of the vegetation recolonization that followed the
abandonment of agricultural with the arrival of tourism.
KEYWORDS
terrace mapping, agricultural cultural landscapes, cultural heritage, Atlantic islands,
Canary Islands
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1. INTRODUCTION
Terraced slopes are ancestral agricultural landscapes (Sandor, 2006; Grau & Pérez, 2008;
Wei et al., 2016), built through the collective effort of local populations and adapted
to the local natural environment. They are cultural landscapes that result from the

interaction of society and the natural environment over time. UNESCO recognizes

them as cultural elements in the form of intangible heritage and as cultural landscapes
(UNESCO, 2018; 2019). The FAO recognizes the value of the agricultural practices that

are developed in them for generating a local economy, maintaining biodiversity and being

resilient agrosystems in the face of abrupt changes (FAO, 2021). However, the terraced
landscapes recognized and protected to date are only a symbolic example of the wide
expanse of terraced landscapes that exist in mountainous regions of the world, in very

different climatic conditions and with dimensions that are often still unknown. They are
also “everyday landscapes” which the European Landscape Convention consider to be

potential resources that favour economic activity and sustainable development (Consejo
de Europa, 2000).

Terraced slopes are multifunctional agroecosystems (Lasanta et al., 2011; 2013; Romero
Martín et al, 2014; Varotto, 2015; Noriyuki, 2015; Romero Martín et al., 2016; Marco
Molina et al., 2018; Romero Martín, 2020) that provide numerous ecosystem services (Wei

et al., 2016; Brunori et al., 2018; Romero-Díaz et al., 2019). For this reason, they should
also be taken into account, as already proposed by numerous institutions, organizations

and researchers, as highly effective agrosystems in the face of the need for adaptation to
climate change (Bocco & Napoletano, 2017; Mylona et al, 2020).

Despite the above, terraced landscapes have been largely ignored by regional and local
institutions, as can be seen by their scant presence in territorial and sectoral legislation

and regulations (Ažman Momirski & Berčič, 2016; Romero Martín et al, 2016), or in
an institutional cartographic production in which this extensive cultural heritage and

agricultural resource is cartographically invisible (Varotto & Ferrarese, 2008). Some
authors point out that the lack of thematic mapping of terraces is due to: i) the terracing

of slopes not being a planned process; ii) the scarce interest that the existence of this
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type of agricultural structure arouses, associated as it is with small private properties and

poor areas; iii) the lack of the microgeographic knowledge necessary to locate, in high
resolution images and with the use of sophisticated technologies, those terraced spaces
subjected to prolonged abandonment and densely covered by vegetation.

Given its territorial condition, any analysis of or intervention in these landscapes,
regardless of the approach (heritage, environmental or socioeconomic), must begin

with the identification and characterization of the area occupied by terraces. This is a
complex task because these infrastructures are developed in geomorphological and

historically contrasted landscapes that also, in most cases, suffer significant abandonment

(Brancucci & Paliaga, 2008; Pappalardo et al., 2016). Nonetheless, in recent decades,
terrace identification and mapping techniques have been implemented. The spectrum
of work ranges from in-field GPS-based identification (of surfaces and walls), with

analogue cartographic support and the subsequent digitization and implementation
of GIS (Petanidou et al., 2008), through cartography- and GIS-based identification at

regional scale (Agnoletti et al., 2015), to works that pursue automatic LiDAR-based

identification and the creation of digital terrain and digital surface maps (Sofia et al.,
2014), or that compare the results obtained by various methods (Berčič, 2016; Pappalardo
et al., 2016; Cosner, 2017). The maximum level of spatial precision for the identification

of terraces (Díaz-Varela et al., 2014) is achieved with remote sensing systems installed
in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). However, these methods are expensive and the
necessary technology is not always available.

In this context, the aim of this work is to carry out a mapping of terraces on the island of
Gran Canaria (Canary Islands, Spain) in order to analyse the environmental and social
factors that influence their spatial distribution. In addition, it is intended to provide the
first characterization and zoning of the terraces of the island.

2. STUDY AREA
The island of Gran Canaria occupies a central position in the Canary Island group and is
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Figure 1. Study area. Gran Canaria island and the areas with terraces detected by Sánchez et al., 1995.
In red, the Agaete ravine and its basin used to validate the information.
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the third largest in size (1,560 km2) and altitude (1,949 m above sea level (a.s.l.) at Pico de
las Nieves) (Fig.1). It is a volcanic island, 14.5 Ma old, located in the oceanic lithospheric

plate of Africa (Yepes & Peces, 2012; Mangas, 2020). The geological evolution of Gran
Canaria follows the patterns typical of a hot-spot volcanic island (Walker, 1990).

Two geomorphological units can be differentiated: the Neocanaria, in the north and east

sector, and the Paleocanaria, in the south and west. In the first, the most recent materials
predominate (between 7.2 Ma and the prehistoric age) and there is notable alternation
between flat watersheds and ravines, while in the second the oldest materials emerge
(from 14.5 to 7.2 Ma) and the relief is very steep.

Gran Canaria currently has the appearance of a domed building, with an almost circular

plan of about 45 km in diameter and a radial network of ravines spreading out from
its central part. On its coastline, steep vertical cliffs on the western coast contrast with
soft platforms and wide beaches in the eastern and southern coastal sectors. 63.4% of its

surface is located between 200 and 1,000 m.a.s.l. and 33% have slopes above 12° (SantanaSantana & Villalba Moreno, 2008).

Due to its subtropical location, it is under the thermoregulatory influence of the cold

oceanic Canary Current and the trade winds and the stratocumulus mantle of the Azores
anticyclone. There are two sectors with different climatic characteristics: a windward sector

known as the Alisiocanaria that is cool and humid and a leeward sector that is warm and
dry known as the Xerocanaria (Santana-Santana & Pérez-Chacón Espino, 1991, Sánchez

et al., 1995). The average annual temperature ranges from 20.9°C on the north coast to
23.5°C in the south and 13.7°C at the summit. Average annual rainfall ranges from 80 mm
in the south of the island to more than 800 mm per year in the northern mid-elevation
area (between approximately 600 and 1,500 m.a.s.l.) known locally as the meidanías.

In the history of the construction of the agricultural landscapes of Gran Canaria, there are

three different stages of unequal duration and economic and territorial imprint (Santana-

Santana & Pérez-Chacón Espino, 1991; Santana-Santana, 2001; Romero Martín, 2015):
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i) pre-Hispanic times (300 BCE-15th century), with cereal-based agriculture and very
limited terracing developed by the aboriginal population; ii) from the 15th century to

the 1960s), with extensive terraced agriculture for the production for self-consumption

and exportation of a wide range of products (sugar cane, vine, potatoes, corn, bananas,

tomatoes, etc.); and iii) from the 1960s to the present day, notable for the marginalization,
under-utilization and, in the worst case, destruction of the terraced slopes as a result

primarily of the introduction and development of a new urban-tourist economic model.
Currently, the island has a population of 851,231 (INE, 2019) and over 4 million tourist
visitors annually (Frontur, 2019), while just 18.6% of the island’s surface is cultivated.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Identification and cartography of the surface area of terraced
slopes
To identify and map the terraced agricultural surface on the island of Gran Canaria, the
GIS database created to map the potential of the natural environment of Gran Canaria

was used as the main source of information (Sánchez et al., 1995). The information is

structured in landscape units (Boluda et al., 1984; Zonneveld, 1989 and Pérez-Chacón,

2002), where different taxonomic ranges (environments, systems and units) are considered,
with the most detailed (unit) being the one used as a reference to elaborate the database.
These are areas that present a similar eco-anthropic functioning, at a given scale, and
were delimited by field work and photointerpretation of aerial imagery taken by Geocart
S.A. (Madrid, Spain) in 1987 at 1:18,000 scale. From the georeferenced database, the
information corresponding to the surface of terraces for each unit was used, expressed in

four categories divided by quartiles (0≤ x <20%, 20 ≤ x < 40%, 40≤ x <-60%, and x ≥60%).
In this work, which is preliminary, only units in which the terraced area was greater than
20% were considered because an area of less than 20% occupied by terraces in the entire

unit can show quite imprecise data, for this reason 121 units were discarded. Of the 2009
landscape units identified in Gran Canaria, some 746 were detected with the presence
of terraces and an area greater than 20%. The spatial distribution of the terraced units is
closely linked to the dominant landform on this island, the hydrographic basin.
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With this information, a layer was elaborated (terraced surfaces in the landscape units)
from which all built-up surfaces were subsequently eliminated. This was performed using

the Erase feature of ArcGis, operating on the national topographic database dated 2018
(1:25,000) available at the download centre of the Spanish National Geographic Institute
(IGN).

In order to corroborate the reliability of Sánchez et al. (1995) regarding the distribution
of terraced landscapes at island level, a cross-validation was carried out with overlaying

tools to compare the layer of terraces extracted from Sánchez et al. (1995) and the one

carried out for the Agaete ravine basin, by photointerpretation of the aerial imagery taken

between 1951 and 1957 by the Spanish Government’s Cartographic and Photographic
Centre (CECAF) at a scale of 1:10,000 (ortho-rectified at 40 cm/pixel), obtained
from IDE Canarias S.A. (Figure 1, red). It should be noted that the scales of the aerial
photographs used are different, as well as the dates of the flights used. The oldest date of

1951 coincides with a period in which agricultural activity was the basis of the island’s

economic system, while 1987 represents a chronological cut in which agricultural

abandonment is widespread and prolonged (more than 20 years of cessation of agricultural
activity). Therefore, it should be considered that the intense recolonization that occurs

after agricultural abandonment may have in some cases made it difficult to identify the
terraces from the aerial imagery of 1987.

3.2. Spatial distribution and characterisation of the terraces
The analysis of the spatial distribution of the crops on terraces and their characterization

was carried out using tools integrated in geographic information systems (GIS) and
statistical summaries, relating the units of terraces with the environmental variables of
altitude, slope, geology, watersheds and vegetation. In addition, the terraces were also

related to the different types of crop and to the protected natural areas of the island,
included in the Canary Islands Network of Protected Natural Spaces, providing

fundamental information on the degree of exploitation and the categories of conservation.
The variables of altitude, slope and hydrographic basins were calculated from a digital

elevation model (DEM) with a spatial resolution of 5 m (Table 1) using ArcGIS software.
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Spatial data
Aerial photograph

Year
Variable
1951-1957

Digital elevation model
(DEM)
Geology layer (Shapefile) 2010

- Altitude
- Slope
- Hydrographical basins
- Geology

Land cover layer
(Shapefile)

2002

- Scrub and herbaceous
vegetation
- Agricultural
- Forests and reforestation
- Bare soil
- Urbanizations and
infrastructures
- Water

Protected Nature
Areas layer (Shapefile)

2000

Protection type

Ethnographic Inventory

-

Terraced landscape units
(shapefile)

1987

Ethnographic elements
location
Terraced agricultural
surface

Table 1.

Characteristics of the information source used.
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Source
Cartographic and Photographic Center.
Ministry of Defence. Government of
Spain (CECAF)
National Geographic Institute of Spain
(IGN)
Geological and Mining Institute of
Spain (IGME)
GRAFCAN (Canary Government)

Planning Service of Protected Natural
Spaces and Landscapes (Canary
Government)
Foundation for Ethnography and the
Development of Canarian Crafts
Map of potential of the natural
environment of Gran Canaria

The altitude, from the DEM, was reclassified (reclassify tool) into the following intervals:
0 ≤ x < 200, 200 ≤ x < 400, 400 ≤ x < 600, 600 ≤ x < 800, 800 ≤ x < 1000, 1000 ≤ x < 1200
and ≥1200 m. The slope was also calculated from the DEM with algorithms integrated

in the GIS (slope tool) and reclassified (reclassify) with the following intervals: 0° ≤ x <

15º, 15° ≤ x < 30º, 30° ≤ x < 50º, 50° ≤ x < 90º, and ≥90º. Finally, using specific hydrology
algorithms implemented in the GIS, the hydrographic basins were obtained through
hydrology tools (Spatial analyst). The rest of the variables were obtained directly from the
spatial information sources that are detailed in Table 1.

Finally, and starting from the consideration that the cultural landscapes on terraces

constitute territorial units in which, in addition to these agricultural infrastructures, all

the heritage elements or assets necessary for the survival of the community are integrated,
a list of the ethnographic assets was downloaded from the website of the Foundation for
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No. of units

Terraced area

Terraced area / island surface

ha

km2

>20% area

746

51,146.4

<20% area

121

9,452.9

94.53

6.1

TOTAL

867

60,599.3

605.99

38.8

Table 2.

%
511.46

32.8

Terraced area in Gran Canaria

Ethnography and the Development of Canarian Crafts. From this information, an initial

classification of nine categories was made according to activity or use, and the number of
ethnographic assets according to type was calculated for each of the hydrographic basins

of Gran Canaria. The established typology includes the following categories: agricultural,
religious, commercial, livestock, hydraulic, industrial, road, recreational/artistic, and
residential.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Terraced area. Precision of the cartography employed
According to the cartography made using the database of Sánchez et al. (1995), the

maximum surface of terrace units on the island of Gran Canaria is 605.99 km2,
corresponding to 38.8% of the island’s surface area (Figure 1, Table 2). The 121 units

with a terrace area of less than 20% are reserved for future work in which more precise
cartographic analysis will be carried out. The characterization of the terraces was carried

out on the surface of environmental units with a terraced surface greater than 20%, that is,
on the 51,146.4 ha, that is, 32.8% of the island surface.

The terraced area in the Agaete basin obtained using the database of Sánchez et al. (1995)
is 16.92 km2 (Fig. 2, A), and the one calculated by the authors of this work is 14.79 km2

(Fig. 2, B). Assuming a matching surface between the two cartographies of 9.88 km2, a
coincidence level of 87.41% is obtained (Fig. 2, C). Consequently, it is considered that
Sánchez at al. (1995) is a validated source for the whole of the island.
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The precision of the information related to the characterization of the terraced units can

therefore be considered significant or acceptable for an initial work of a regional nature, in
which the aim is to carry out a preliminary characterization of the terraced surface on an
Atlantic island like Gran Canaria.

In Italy, the strong insular component of the terraced area in that country was revealed

through the MAPTER Project (Ferrarese et al, 2019). This was particularly notable in
A

C

B

Figure 2. Result of the reliability analysis in the pilot study area (Agaete basin): comparison of the
mapping based on the database of Sánchez et al. (1995) (A) and the database obtained through
photointerpretation by the authors at a scale of 1:1.000 (B). Given the match obtained of
87.41%, it is considered that the source is validated for the whole of the island (C).
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the Tyrrhenian Sea in two of the seven islands of the Aeolian archipelago: in Lípari, with

83.94% of its area terraced, followed by Salina with 75.53%. In addition, in the middle

of the Mediterranean south of Sicily, the Italian island of Pantellería has more than half
of its surface (66.27%) terraced. A slightly lower value was found for the Greek island of
Nisyros (Petanidou et al., 2008), in the eastern Mediterranean, with 58.4% of its surface
terraced.

In the Atlantic-Macaronesian islands, there are significant differences between the more
mountainous and humid islands and the flatter and arid ones. Terraced landscapes in

Madeira account for approximately 48.87% of the island’s surface area (Ferreira, 2021),
while in La Gomera (Canary islands) the corresponding value is 22.4% (Romero et

al, 2019). In both cases, these are provisional data which could be significantly higher,
given that the recolonization of the laurel forest that the terraces have undergone on

both islands in recent decades (north of Madeira and on the edge of Garajonay National
Park in La Gomera) has complicated their identification by photointerpretation. In the
two easternmost Canary Islands (Fuerteventura and Lanzarote), due to their condition

of low and flat islands, the terraces barely occupy 5.6% and 3.28% of the respective island

surfaces, and are concentrated in the valleys of the ancient massifs facing the ocean
(González Morales & Ramón Ojeda, 2019).

4.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF THE TERRACES IN GRAN CANARIA
4.2.1 Environmental factors
4.2.1.1 Altitude
The terraces are distributed from 25 m.a.s.l. to above 1,200 m.a.s.l. A clear altitudinal

gradient of the terraces can be seen, in which almost half of their surface (45.45%) is

located at levels below 400 m (Fig. 3 and Fig. 1). In this coastal geo-environment, terraces
were built on the paleo-cliffs of the north coast, on the slopes and lava ramps of the

northeast, and on the ridges and lower sections of the numerous ravines on the island.
Above 400 m, the terraced surface decreases to 28.65% (400 ≤ x< 800 m.a.s.l.), then to
20.19% (800-1,200 m.a.s.l.) and finally to a minor presence of just 5.7% between 1,200
m.a.s.l and the summit.
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Figure 3. Relationship between altitude (m) and terraced surface (%).

Figure 4. Relationship between slope and terraced surface.

This linear distribution with a polynomial tendency of the terraces is explained by the

fact that the topographic profile of this island is much less inclined than that of other

islands in the Canary Islands. The average slope is 10% in the north and 15% in the
south, compared to 20-30% on the islands of La Palma and Tenerife (Salas, 2020). This

fact influences the greater climatic continentality of the summit and the existence of a

large area in the mid-elevation range where the most fertile and productive soils of Gran
Canaria develop.

In other areas, such as the island of La Gomera, terraces barely occupy 13.6% of the coast

(<200 m.a.s.l.) as its coastline is made up of very active cliffs, especially those on the
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north slope (Romero-Martín et al., 2019). The predominance of the location of terraces
at low elevations is a characteristic shared with other European terraced areas, including

Italy (Ferrarese et al., 2019) and Slovakia (Slámová et al., 2017) and is attributable to

environmental (temperate climates) and socioeconomic (proximity to the sea or rivers
beds) factors.

4.2.1.2 Slope
Half of the terraced area of Gran Canaria (50.11%) has been built on steep slopes
greater than 30° (Fig. 4), a clinometric threshold above which all agricultural practice is

discouraged, including that involving terracing. This characteristic differentiates it from
other islands of the same archipelago, for example from La Gomera where 40% of its
terraced surface extends over territories with mild to moderate slopes (5-15°), located in

the south in ridged watersheds. These are type A terraces (AIDER La Gomera, 2013),
similar to the chains of Gran Canaria, and characterized by wide landings with gentle

slopes and walls less than 0.5 m high, where cereals were grown and, in some cases

throughout the 20th century, export crops (banana and tomato). In Gran Canaria, most
of the terraced surface is located on the slopes of embedded ravines, which explains its

frequency in very unstable slopes and with a severe danger of mass movements. A certain

similarity can be established between the terraced slopes of Gran Canaria and those of

the Ribiera Sacra (Galicia, Spain), where 58.13% of the terraces were built on steep slopes
(between 16°-32°) and 20.33% on extreme slopes (between 32° and 64°), with this being

one of the characteristics that makes Galician vineyard landscapes unique and illustrate

the human effort made in their construction, cultivation and conservation (Pérez-Alberti,
2019).

4.2.1.3 Lithology
The terraces of Gran Canaria are located mainly on magmatic lithologies (73.5%) and,
among them, basaltic and basanite lavas are the most abundant (53.32%) (Table 4). This
is the most commonly used type of rock in the construction of the dry stone walls of

the Canarian terraces, especially in Gran Canaria and La Gomera. Although with less
presence, terraces were also built in sedimentary deposits on slopes. 11.68% of those in
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Gran Canaria and 8% of those in La Gomera are found on colluvial deposits (slopes

and cones of debris and coastal collapses), the latter most notable on the coasts of La
Gomera, whose cliffs are important heritage assets. The terraces located in the landslide

deposits inside the Tirajana caldera, in the southeast of Gran Canaria, are also noteworthy
examples (Fig. 5).

4.2.1.4 Landforms. Hydrographical basins
On average, at island level, in relation to the area of the hydrographic basin, 33% of the

area is terraced. However, this datum hides the strong asymmetry that exists between the
two island supra-environments (Fig. 6).

In the Alisiocanaria sector (northeastern slope), from the Agaete ravine basin to the San

Bartolomé de Tirajana basin, more than double the basin area is covered by terraces, on

Figure 5. Terraces in colluvial deposits. Risco Blanco, Tirajana Basin © Claudio Moreno.
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Group
Syenite

MAGMATIC

SEDIMENTARY

Table 3.

Class
Intrusive

Volcanic
Basalt and basanite lavas
Phonolitic, tephritic, trachytic and rhyolitic lavas
Roque Nublo volcanic breccia
Dikes, ignimbrites and rhyolitic-trachytic lava flows
Pyroclastic cones
Pyroclastic deposits
Subtotal
Conglomerate and sandstone
Colluvial deposits
Alluvial deposits
Alluvial soil deposits
Subtotal
TOTAL

150

Area (ha)

%

457,14

0,88

27.147,04
2.026,07
3.497,28
1.573,45
1.816,38
1.642,98
38.160,34
2.027,77
6.057,72
3.510,20
2.126,25
13.721,95
51.882,29

52,32
3,91
6,74
3,03
3,5
3,17
73,55
3,91
11,68
6,77
4,1
26,45
100

Distribution of terraces according to lithology

Figure 7. Terraced landscapes in the basins of Gran Canaria: a) Agaete (NW), b) Telde-Tenteniguada
(NE), c). Tejeda (SW) and d) Temisas (IB Guayadeque-Tirajana) (SE)
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average, than in the Xerocanaria sector (southwestern slope), with 48.42% vs. 19.99%,
respectively.

The basin with the greatest presence of terraces in all of Gran Canaria (94.14%), and
which contributes the most terraced surface area to the island complex (5.8%), is the

Guayadeque-Tirajana inter-basin, located in the southeast of the island. In the leeward

sector, the most terraced surface area is found in the Tirajana basin, with 73% of its
surface terraced. It should be noted that it is in the extensive windward sector that the

greatest diversity of cultural landscapes is also concentrated in the island’s terraces, as

the interfluves are topographic borders that mark very strong environmental differences
between contiguous basins. Changes in the orientation of the basin, its setting, shape and

the altitude gradient itself generate a tremendous diversity of microclimatic environments

that have a considerable impact on terraced slope agricultural landscapes (Fig. 7 a, b, c, d).
In comparison again with the island of La Gomera, the opposite situation is found. The

maximum surface extension of terraces is in the leeward sector (30.1% compared to 15.1%
in the windward sector), which may be due to the greater extension of ramp interfluves, on
which chain-type terraces are built, located in the south of the island, compared to those
with a similar location in Gran Canaria.

4.2.2 Human factors
4.2.2.1 Land occupation by terraced surface
More than half of the terraced area of Gran Canaria (55.03%) has been recolonized by

shrub vegetation (Figure 8 and Table 5) as a consequence of the plant recolonization
process that followed the agricultural abandonment that began in the 1960s in many
terraced regions of the Mediterranean (García-Ruiz & Lana-Renault., 2011) and also of
the mid-Atlantic, as in the Canary Islands. In addition, the greater extension of coastal

and peak scrub on the terraces of the island as a whole allowed verification of what was
initially observed in the Guiniguada basin (NE), namely that the geo-environments in

which agricultural activity is first abandoned are those of the coast and summit (Romero,
2015 and Romero et al, 2015 and 2017).
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Figure 8. Shrubby plant recolonization after agricultural abandonment. Juncalillo 2019 (left) ©Daniel
Fernández Galván and same place 70’s ©Kunkel.FEDAC
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Group

Class
Ocean temperate fruit trees
Vineyard
Tropical fruit trees
Citrus fruit trees
AGRICULTURAL
Banana
Greenhouse
Abandoned crops
Herbaceous crops
Subtotal
Pond
WATER
Subtotal
Pinus Insignis
Thermophilic forests
Eucaliptus sp.
FOREST AND
Ravine vegetation
REFORESTATION
Chestnut trees
Pinus canariensis
Subtotal
Extraction of materials, works
BARE SOIL
Sparse vegetation
Subtotal
Business complexes
Urban green areas
Scattered urbanization
URBANIZATIONS
Road networks
Industrial complexes
AND
Sports, recreation, health, and education
INFRASTRUCTURES facilities
Urbanization along roads
Dense housing developments
Subtotal
Pasture
SCRUB AND
Secondary scrub
HERBACEOUS
Summit scrub
Coastal scrub
VEGETATION
Subtotal
Total

Table 4.
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Area (ha)
175.39
191.03
194.7
490.05
723.24
1,275.73
5,691.1
10,312.25
19,053.49
3.96
3.96
7.15
16.12
66.96
139.91
187.75
711.69
1,129.59
366.34
507.84
874.18
-8.48
2.39
11.87
81.82
198.6

%
0.34
0.37
0.38
0.96
1.41
2.49
11.13
20.16
37.25
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.13
0.27
0.37
1.39
2.21
0.72
0.99
1.71
-0.02 LEVÍ
0
0.02
0.16
0.39

233.99

0.46

332.24
1,088.67
1,941.11
2,269.59
4768.98
5961.7
15,143.81
28,144.08
51,146.4

0.65
2.13
3.8
4.44
9.32
11.66
29.61
55.03
100

Distribution of terraces according to land cover and land use.
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The terraces that still maintain evidence of their agricultural use account for 37.25% of

the island’s terraced area, with 20.16% dedicated to the cultivation of herbaceous crops.
Importantly, agricultural abandonment has occurred recently in a significant percentage
of terraces (11.13%).

Finally, the process of artificialization, or the destruction of terraces due to the construction

of facilities (sports, industrial, recreational and educational), housing developments and
roads, has affected 3.8% (1,941 ha) of the terraced area of Gran Canaria. This datum is in

notable contrast with the corresponding 158 ha (2%) on the island of La Gomera in 2016
(Romero et al., 2019). In addition, it should also be noted that in the case of La Gomera

terrace reforestation is much higher, 12% compared to 2.21% from Gran Canaria. In
addition, the tree species used in the reforestation differ, with the Canary pine the most

used in Gran Canaria and laurel, faya-heath and thermophilic trees the dominant ones on
the island of La Gomera.

4.2.2.2 The role of terraces in environmental protection
In the southwest of the island of Gran Canaria, two areas overlap, the Risco Caído Cultural
Landscape and the Sacred Mountains of Gran Canaria (declared a World Biosphere

Reserve by UNESCO in 2005 and a World Heritage Site in 2019). The terraced areas
account for 24% and 8.1% of the area respectively.

On the other hand, terraced landscapes are present in 23 of the 33 protected natural areas

of Gran Canaria and 34.3% of the terraced area is in a protected natural area. Figure 9
shows the percentages of protected terraced surface and the type of protection, ordered

from left to right in accordance with least to most restrictive protection. The results show
a direct relationship between the least restrictive protection figures and the presence of

terraces. These are rural parks (39.27%) and protected landscapes (31.51%), which seek

the conservation of humanized landscapes. Among their objectives, the conservation of
agricultural uses is considered in an integrated way.

On the other hand, the lower percentages correspond to more restrictive protection
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Figure 9. Distribution of the terraced surface in Protected Natural Spaces (Red Canaria de Espacios
Naturales Protegidos).
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Figure 10. Ethnographic heritage assets on the terraces of Gran Canaria according to typology and
hydrographic basin.
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figures, whose objectives do not include the integration of all the elements that make

up the environment such as human activities. These include Nature Parks (3.15%) and

Sites of Scientific Interest (0.27%). Only in one of the 23 spaces, in the Parque Rural del
Nublo, are conservation, restoration and new terraces considered among its declaration

foundations, while the protection of terraces is not included among the basic or priority

objectives in any of the spaces (Romero et al, 2016). In La Gomera, on the other hand,
the terraced surface that exists in natural spaces protected by the Canarian government

accounts for barely 8.7% of the total. The most notable of these natural spaces is the

Valle Gran Rey Rural Park with its imposing landscape of terraces. As in other places in

Europe, there is an overlap between high-valued sites, such as historical rural landscapes,
including terraces, and areas protected for their natural values. At national and European
level, these include, for example, the Natura 2000 network, and at global scale Biosphere

Reserves and World Heritage Sites (Agnoletti et al., 2015). The same author points out,
as also indicated in this study, that environmental policies often protect and promote the

renaturing process that terraced and abandoned spaces have experienced since the 1960s
and, importantly, prohibit the restoration of agricultural land.

4.3 Heritage associated to terraced surfaces
As can be seen in Figure 10, of the 8,563 elements of the ethnographic heritage that

were found in the terraced areas of Gran Canaria, the most numerous are those linked
to hydraulic use (3,737) with a maximum of 770 elements in Azuaje-Tenoya. There is
a strong degree of typological diversity in this respect, ranging from water-extraction
infrastructures (wells, mines and galleries) to storage (ponds, and tanks) and distribution
(canals and ditches). The second most numerous are related to livestock activity (1,674

elements), including shepherd/goatherd shelters, corrals, etc. There is also an extensive
agricultural heritage (1,546 elements), among which those related to the storage of farming

produce and tools are the most noteworthy (fruit and cheese driers, cellars, wineries, tool
rooms). No less important, due to the close relationship with this type of landscape, are

those linked to habitat (traditional houses, cave houses), religious acts (churches, shrines,
cemeteries) and agro-industrial and commercial activities (mills, wineries, oil mills).
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The analysis by basins reveals the important tangible and immovable heritage legacy that
exists in the terraced spaces, as well as revealing the island basins with the most intense
agricultural activity and population presence, and, therefore, with the greatest amount of
ethnographic heritage. In this respect, the basins in the northern sector of the island are

of particular interest as their ethnographic heritage content is considerably higher than
that of the southern leeward sector (6,483 vs. 2,080, respectively). The Azuaje-Tenoya

inter-basin contains the greatest wealth of heritage on the island (municipalities of Firgas

and Arucas), particularly regarding hydraulic aspects associated to the traditional crops
grown in the mid-elevation range (orchards, fruit trees and potatoes) and at coastal level

(mainly bananas). It is followed in importance by the basins of the Telde, Guiniguada and

Agaete ravines, which have a long agro-livestock tradition and settlements dating back to
pre-Hispanic times.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a first approach is made to the detailed mapping of terraces of an overpopulated
and Atlantic island with a high level of tourism activity, in which agriculture contributes
little to its current economy but does provide diverse cultural landscapes of great heritage

value. Use of the database of Sánchez et al. (1995) gave good results in terms of spatial
resolution and contributed to achieving the aim of this research. Even so, with a view

to future works that require greater precision and to correct any possible errors due to a
lack of visibility because of canopy cover, the combined use of the photointerpretation of

historical flights and LIDAR remote sensing is planned, along with the resulting DEMs.
In this way it will be possible, in addition to covering the maximum terraced surface area
in Gran Canaria, to map the walls, which are clearly visible on the dates of the flights.

It is verified that Gran Canaria is an island with a considerable terraced area (605.99 km2)
that corresponds to 38.8% of the total island surface area. These terraces have been built
on steep slopes, in which plant recolonization and artificialization threaten to destroy a

cultural landscape that, in addition to offering numerous ecosystem services, forms part
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of the heritage of its inhabitants. This preliminary analysis on the terraces of the island of
Gran Canaria can be considered an initial, but important, step to recover the territorial

memory of cultural landscapes that are often ignored or abandoned, but which provide

highly attractive landscapes and provide opportunities to face the challenges of the future.
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